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A B S T R A C T 

We estimate the detectability of X-ray metal-line emission from the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxies o v er a large 
halo mass range ( M 200c = 10 

11 . 5 –10 

14 . 5 M �), using the EA GLE simulations. W ith the XRISM Resolve instrument, a few bright 
(K α or Fe L-shell) lines from M 200c � 10 

13 M � haloes should be detectable. Using the Athena X-IFU or the Lynx Main Array, 
emission lines (especially from O VIII and O VII ) from the inner CGM of M 200c � 10 

12 . 5 M � haloes become detectable, and 

intragroup and intracluster gas will be detectable out to the virial radius. With the Lynx Ultra-high Resolution Array, the inner 
CGM of haloes hosting L ∗ galaxies is accessible. These estimates do assume long exposure times ( ∼1 Ms) and large spatial 
bins ( ∼1–10 arcmin 

2 ). This emission is dominated by collisionally ionized (CI) gas, and tends to come from halo centres. The 
emission is biased towards temperatures close to the maximum emissivity temperature for CI gas ( T peak ), and high densities and 

metallicities. Ho we ver, for the K α lines, emission can come from hotter gas in haloes where the virialized, volume-filling gas is 
hotter than T peak . Trends of emission with halo mass can largely be explained by differences in virial temperature. Differences 
in the mass trends of K α, He α-like, and Fe L-shell lines mirror differences in their emissivities as a function of temperature. 
We conclude that upcoming X-ray missions will open up a new window on to the hot CGM. 

Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: groups: general – galaxies: haloes – large-scale structure of Universe – X-rays: 
galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

n order to understand the formation, evolution, and quenching
f galaxies, we must understand the gas that surrounds them: the
ircumgalactic medium (CGM). This is because, first, accretion of
as from the CGM fuels star formation in star-forming galaxies.
ithout the additional gas supply, star-forming galaxies would

eplete their (g alactic) g as reservoirs on time-scales too short to be
onsistent with their star formation histories (e.g. the CGM re vie w
y Tumlinson, Peeples & Werk 2017 ). In numerical simulations,
utting off this fuel supply is one way to quench star formation
n galaxies (e.g. Oppenheimer et al. 2020a ; Zinger et al. 2020 ).
econdly, galaxies inject mass and metals back into the CGM.
utflows from galaxies into the CGM have been observed (e.g. the

e vie w by Rupke 2018 ), and are required to explain the presence of
etals in the diffuse intergalactic medium (IGM; e.g. Aguirre et al.

001 ; Booth et al. 2012 ). In numerical simulations, these outflows
driv en by e.g. superno vae and AGN) are required to reproduce the
alaxy stellar mass function (e.g. Cole 1991 ; Hopkins et al. 2014 ;
rain et al. 2015 ; Pillepich et al. 2018 ). Therefore, observing the
GM can teach us about the processes that driv e, re gulate, and
uench star formation. 
Around isolated galaxies at low redshift, especially at ∼ L ∗,

uch of what we know about the CGM comes from studies of 
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V absorption lines, often using the Hubble Space Telescope’s
osmic Origins Spectrograph ( HST -COS) (e.g. Tumlinson et al.
011 ; Johnson, Chen & Mulchaey 2015 ; Johnson et al. 2017 ). These
ines mainly trace cool to warm ( ∼10 4 –10 5.5 K) gas. 

A few ions producing UV lines trace warmer gas: O VI is sensitive
o ∼10 5.5 K gas if it is collisionally ionized. Ho we ver, simulations
e.g. Tepper-Garc ́ıa et al. 2011 ; Oppenheimer et al. 2016 , 2018 ;
ahmati et al. 2016 ; Roca-F ̀abrega et al. 2019 ; Wijers, Schaye &
ppenheimer 2020 ) and observations (e.g. Carswell, Schaye & Kim
002 ; Tripp et al. 2008 ; Werk et al. 2014 , 2016 ) alike suggest
oth collisionally ionized and photoionized O VI is present in the
GM, and causes measurable absorption lines, complicating the

nterpretation of observations. The Ne VIII ion produces a doublet
n the extreme UV (EUV) range, but at redshift � 0.5, it redshifts
nto the far-UV (FUV) energy band and can be observed. This ion has
een used to study the hotter CGM ( ∼10 5 –10 6 K), by e.g. Burchett
t al. ( 2019 ) (observationally) and Tepper-Garc ́ıa, Richter & Schaye
 2013 ) (in a cosmological simulation). 

Ho we ver, much of the gas in the CGM of low-redshift galaxies is
xpected to be at higher temperatures ( > 10 5.5 –10 6 K, e.g. Wijers et al.
020 ). We expect this hot gas to be present around ∼ L ∗ and more
assive galaxies ( log 10 M 200c M 

−1 � � 11 . 5–12.0), where a volume-
lling, virialized gas phase has formed (e.g. Dekel & Birnboim 2006 ;
ere ̌s et al. 2009 ; Van de Voort et al. 2011 ; Correa et al. 2018 ). Aside

rom some EUV lines, this gas produces most of its emission (e.g.
ertone, Aguirre & Schaye 2013 ) and absorption (e.g. Perna & Loeb
998 ; Hellsten, Gnedin & Miralda-Escud ́e 1998 ) lines in X-rays. 
© The Author(s) 2022. 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Therefore, X-ray emission and absorption are one way we might 
etect the hot phase of the CGM. X-ray emission and absorption lines
n this hot gas come from metals, as hydrogen and helium are fully
onized at such high temperatures. Besides these lines, the warm- 
ot gas produces X-ray continuum emission. Bertone et al. ( 2013 )
redicted that most X-ray emission from diffuse gas throughout the 
niverse is in the form of continuum emission. Ho we ver, around
solated ellipticals and in groups, X-ray emission is typically line 
ominated (e.g. the re vie w by Werner & Mernier 2020 ). 
Other observables of the warm/hot CGM include the dispersion 
easures of fast radio bursts (FRBs). These are sensitive to the free

lectron density along the line of sight, although they only measure 
he total electron column density (e.g. Prochaska & Zheng 2019 ), 
eaning they are equally sensitive to photoionized, cool gas and 
arm-hot, collisionally ionized gas. They can be used to constrain 

he ionized gas content of haloes, but this requires a sufficiently large
ample of FRBs with known redshifts (Ravi 2019 ). 

The Sun yaev–Zel’do vich (SZ) ef fect is also sensiti ve to free
lectrons: the thermal SZ effect probes the electron pressure along 
he line of sight, and the kinetic SZ effect measures the electron bulk
elocity. These effects have primarily been used to study clusters 
e.g. the re vie w by Mroczko wski et al. 2019 ). Ho we ver, tSZ signals
rom massive filaments have also been detected by stacking pairs 
f massive galaxies (e.g. de Graaff et al. 2019 ; Tanimura et al.
019 ), and studies of lower mass haloes have been done by fitting
odels, using the known positions of galaxy groups (e.g. Lim 

t al. 2018 , 2020 ). Both kinetic and thermal SZ signals from low-
ass systems are difficult to study with current instruments due to 

heir large beam size (spatial resolution; e.g. Mroczkowski et al. 
019 ). 
Around massive galaxies and in groups and clusters, X-ray 

mission from the CGM, intra-group medium (IGrM) and intra- 
luster medium (ICM) has been detected (e.g. the re vie w by Werner &
ernier 2020 ). For isolated galaxies, these detections are mostly lim-

ted to massive (elliptical) galaxies. For lower-mass, spiral galaxies, 
tudies have typically found upper limits or emission only in or
lose to galaxies (e.g. Bogd ́an et al. 2015 ). Ho we ver, Das, Mathur &
upta ( 2020 ) found emission further from the galaxy, and measured
 temperature profile out to ≈200 kpc. 

Another exception is the Milky Way. The halo of our own Galaxy
as been studied using X-ray-line emission, often in combination 
ith X-ray absorption lines (e.g. Bregman & Lloyd-Davies 2007 ; 
upta et al. 2014 ; Miller & Bregman 2015 ; Das et al. 2019 ). Other

tudies focused on absorption lines (e.g. Kuntz & Snowden 2000 ; 
odges-Kluck, Miller & Bregman 2016 ; Gatuzz & Churazov 2018 ). 
hese measurements have been used to constrain e.g. the hot phase 

emperature (e.g. Kuntz & Snowden 2000 ; Das et al. 2019 ) and halo
otation (Hodges-Kluck et al. 2016 ). It is not certain how extended
he gas causing the absorption and emission is (e.g. Bregman & 

loyd-Davies 2007 ; Gatuzz & Churazov 2018 ), though Miller & 

regman ( 2015 ) placed some constraints on the density profile and
etallicity using a combination of O VII and O VIII absorption and

mission lines. 
X-ray emission has been very useful in the study of the ICM. From

pectra, the temperature, electron density, and element abundances 
using the ratio of emission lines and continuum) of the X-ray 
mitting phase have been measured (e.g. the re vie w by Werner &
ernier 2020 ). Turbulence has also been measured, using resonant 

cattering emission lines (e.g. the re vie w by Werner & Mernier 2020 ),
patially resolved emission-line profiles (e.g. Hitomi Collaboration 
t al. 2018 ), and surface brightness fluctuations (e.g. Zhuravle v a et al.
014 ). 
Extending such studies to wards lo wer halo masses would be
ery valuable. The mass of the CGM around e.g. L ∗ galaxies is
ery uncertain, especially the mass of the warm/hot gas (e.g. Werk
t al. 2014 , fig. 11). Theoretical predictions also differ hugely: for
xample, the EAGLE and IllustrisTNG simulations predict very 
ifferent CGM gas masses in � L ∗ haloes (Davies et al. 2020 ),
ven though both produce broadly realistic galaxy populations (e.g. 
chaye et al. 2015 ; Pillepich et al. 2018 ). Oppenheimer et al. ( 2020b )
ave found that broad-band X-ray emission from the EAGLE and 
llustrisTNG L ∗ inner CGM should be observable with eRosita , and
hat this instrument should be able to distinguish between the two 

odels. 
Many predictions of X-ray emission from hot haloes from numer- 

cal simulations have focused on groups and clusters (e.g. Barnes 
t al. 2017 ; Cucchetti et al. 2018 ; Truong et al. 2018 ; Mernier et al.
020 ), where much of the data are currently available and high photon 
ounts will allow detailed information to be e xtracted. F or EAGLE,
chaye et al. ( 2015 ) have studied X-ray emission from groups and
lusters, and Davies et al. ( 2019 ) considered broad-band soft X-ray
mission o v er a large range of halo masses and found it to be a
ood diagnostic of the CGM gas mass at fixed halo mass. Bogd ́an
t al. ( 2015 ) made predictions of broad-band X-ray emission from
he Illustris simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014 ) and compared them
o data, finding them to be broadly consistent. Zhang et al. ( 2020 )
ade predictions of X-ray emission for HUBS (Cui et al. 2020a , b )

bservations across a large range of halo masses using IllustrisTNG 

Pillepich et al. 2018 ), and Truong et al. ( 2020 ) related hot gas
roperties close to the central galaxy to the central galaxy properties
n IllustrisTNG. Van de Voort & Schaye ( 2013 ) made predictions
or X-ray-line emission specifically, using the OWLS simulations 
Schaye et al. 2010 ). We update these predictions and extend them
o a larger set of emission lines using EAGLE. 

In this paper, we will study low-redshift ( z = 0.1) X-ray emission
ines as predicted using the EAGLE simulations. We describe 
he simulations and how we use them to predict line emission
n Section 2 . We select a number of the stronger emission lines
e expect to find (Section 2.2 ), and compare them to estimated

ensitivity limits of various planned and proposed X-ray telescopes 
Section 4 ). We describe how we estimate those sensitivity limits in
ection 3 . We also investigate the gas responsible for the emission
nd how it compares to typical CGM gas in Section 4 . In Section 5 ,
e discuss our results, and we summarize them in Section 6 . For a

imilar study of X-ray and highly ionized UV absorption lines (O VI –
III , Ne VIII , Ne IX , and Fe XVII ) in the CGM of EAGLE galaxies (see
ijers et al. 2020 ). 
Note that we will often use ‘CGM’ or ‘halo’ as a catch-

ll term for what is typically called the CGM (gas around
solated galaxies), as well the IGrM and the ICM in the few
lusters in the 100 3 cMpc 3 EAGLE volume. We describe dis- 
ances as comoving (e.g. ‘cMpc’) or proper/physical (e.g. ‘pkpc’), 
xcept for centimetres, which are al w ays physical. We use a
ambda cold dark matter cosmogony with the Planck Collabora- 

ion I ( 2014 ) cosmological parameters: ( �m 

, �� 

, �b , h, σ8 , n s , Y ) =
0 . 307 , 0 . 693 , 0 . 04825 , 0 . 6777 , 0 . 8288 , 0 . 9611 , 0 . 248). These are
he same values as were used in the EAGLE simulations. 

 M E T H O D S  

n this section, we will discuss the cosmological simulations we use
o make our predictions, how we predict surface brightnesses from 

hem, and the galaxy and halo information we use. 
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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.1 EAGLE 

e study line emission using the EAGLE (‘Evolution and Assembly
f GaLaxies and their Environments’; Schaye et al. 2015 ; Crain et al.
015 ; McAlpine et al. 2016 ) cosmological, hydrodynamical simu-
ations. Specifically, we use the Ref-L0100N1504 100 3 cMpc 3 

olume, with an initial gas mass resolution of 1 . 81 × 10 6 M � and a
lummer-equi v alent gravitational softening length of 0 . 70 pkpc (at

ow redshift, like we study here). EAGLE uses a modified version
f Gadget3 (Springel 2005 ); gravitational forces are calculated using
he Tree-PM scheme, and hydrodynamical forces are calculated using
 pressure-entropy formulation of SPH known as Anarchy (Schaye
t al. 2015 , appendix A; Schaller et al. 2015 ). 

Besides gravity and hydrodynamics, EAGLE also models the
ffects of processes that occur on scales below its resolution: so-
alled subgrid physics. Radiative cooling and heating is modelled
s described by Wiersma, Schaye & Smith ( 2009a ), including the
ffects of nine metal abundances tracked in EAGLE. Because the
esolution is too low to model the multiphase ISM, molecular cooling
nd heating channels are not included, and artificial fragmentation of
he interstellar medium (ISM) is prevented by setting a pressure floor
n dense gas that ensures the Jeans mass remains marginally resolved
Schaye et al. 2015 ). This means the temperature of star-forming gas
s set by the pressure floor equation of state, and is generally not
ypical of what we expect for the ISM. 

Stars form stochastically in sufficiently dense gas, with a threshold
hat depends on the gas metallicity (Schaye 2004 ). The star-formation
ate depends on pressure in a way that, by design, reproduces the
ennicutt–Schmidt relation (Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008 ). Feed-
ack from these stars is modelled as well. Core-collapse supernovae
nject thermal energy stochastically into neighbouring gas particles
Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012 ). The thermal energy injection raises
he gas temperature by 10 7 . 5 K, with a probability set to match the
calibrated) supernova energy budget per unit stellar mass. Core-
ollapse supernovae, as well as AGB winds and type Ia supernovae,
nject mass and metals into the surrounding gas, with metal yields
or 9 individual elements following Wiersma et al. ( 2009b ). 

Black holes are seeded in sufficiently massive haloes that do not
lready contain them. They can merge and accrete gas following
osas-Gue v ara et al. ( 2015 ). Black holes generate AGN feedback by

hermal energy injection (Booth & Schaye 2009 ), like supernovae,
ut raise the gas temperature by 10 8 . 5 K. 

Because the way the feedback energy couples to gas on scales
esolved in EAGLE is still uncertain, the feedback on resolved scales
s calibrated to produce realistic galaxies. The supernova and black
ole feedback is calibrated to match the z = 0.1 galaxy luminosity
unction and stellar-mass-black hole-mass relation, and to produce
easonable galaxy sizes (Crain et al. 2015 ). The EAGLE simulation
ata has been publicly released, as described by McAlpine et al.
 2016 ) and The EAGLE team ( 2017 ). 

.2 The emission lines 

.2.1 The default tables 

e will describe the luminosity and surface brightness of the CGM
n EAGLE for a set of soft X-ray emission lines. The basis for our
election of X-ray lines is a set of tables from Bertone et al. ( 2010 ),
nd the lines studied in that work. These tables were calculated using
LOUDY v7.02 (last documented in Ferland et al. 1998 ), assuming a
aardt & Madau ( 2001 ) uniform, but redshift-dependent, UV/X-ray

onizing background. Note that this means that, when calculating the
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
mission from a patch of gas, we ignore contributions to the incident
adiation field from, e.g. nearby AGN or ICM. This is consistent with
he radiative cooling used in the EAGLE simulation. 

Following Charlotte Brand (private communication, 2017), our
ines were selected to have peak emissivities in dense gas between 10 5 

nd 10 7 K, as this is the warm-hot gas phase we want to investigate.
he lines have energies > 0.3 keV, based on absorption by our own
alaxy (see e.g. the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 ). 
The lower line energy limit constrains the emissivity peaks of these

ines to be at � 10 6 K (Fig. 1 ), while higher energy lines such as the
i XIV Ly α-like (K α) line and the S XV He α-like recombination

ine are excluded based on their temperature peaks. In addition to
he selection of bright lines from Bertone et al. ( 2010 ), we also
nclude more iron L-shell lines and the Mg XI He-like resonance line.
imilarly, the Si IX – XII ions produce a few emission lines between
.3 and 0.4 keV, the brightest of which matches the peak emissivity
f the Si XIII He-like resonance line. Ho we ver, this is still fainter than
he carbon lines in this energy range. We choose to focus instead on
he He α-like and K α transitions, and a set of relatively bright iron
-shell lines. Following Bertone et al. ( 2010 ), we mostly consider
nly the resonance line for He α-like triplets, except for the brightest
ne, O VII . There, we consider the forbidden (f) and intercombination
 x and y ) lines as well. We list the lines we study in Tables 1 and 2 . 

We looked up the transitions for the bright iron L-shell lines
rom CLOUDY 7.02 in the Opacity Project database, 1 described as
he source of the L-shell lines (included in CLOUDY v7.02 via
evel2.dat ). The exception is the Fe XVII 17 . 05 Å transition,
hich we could not find in that data base. We found the data

or that transition by comparing the wavelength (and checking the
eighted oscillator strength gf ) to the line compilation of Mewe &
ronenschild ( 1981 ) and the lines in the NIST data base 2 (Shorer
979 ; Gordon, Hobby & Peacock 1980 ). 
The K α and He α-like transitions are calculated internally

n CLOUDY v7.02. We looked up the He-like transitions in the
ocumentation ( LineList He like.dat ). The K α transitions
nclude both doublet components (all 2p – 1s transitions). The 2s 3 S–
s 2 1 S 0 transition is the He-like forbidden line, 2p 3 P–1s 2 1 S 0 are the
e α-like intercombination lines (sum of the x and y lines), and 2p 1 P–
s 2 1 S 0 is the He α-like resonance line. Porquet & Dubau ( 2000 ) give
 helpful o v erview of these He-like transitions in their fig. 1. 

.2.2 The Fe L-shell lines 

or the bright iron L-shell lines we investigated, the Bertone et al.
 2010 ) tables in the previous section contain an error: at densities
 H � 10 −4 cm 

−3 (for Fe XVII 17 . 05 Å) and � 10 −3 –10 −2 cm 

−3 (for
he other L-shell lines), there is no tabulated emission at all from
hese lines. The tabulated quantity is log 10 L V 

−1 n −2 
H , where L is

uminosity, V is volume, and n H is the hydrogen number density.
his means that, in the collisionally ionized (CI) limit, the tabulated
uantity should not depend on density. The drop in tabulated
missivity is a very sharp transition from emission in the CI limit to
ero, so the drop is not a physically consistent decrease of emission
o (floating point) zero at low densities. This behaviour is not the
esult of some physical process. 

This bug also affects the Fe XVII 17 . 05 Å analysis of Bertone et al.
 2010 ), as can be seen in e.g. their fig. 13. There is some slightly
ower density gas producing Fe XVII 17 . 05 Å emission in that plot, at

http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/topbase/topbase.html
https://physics.nist.gov/asd
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Figure 1. Emissivity for CIE conditions (n H = 10 cm 

−3 , z = 0.1) assuming solar abundances as a function of temperature for the different lines we study in this 
work. Vertical, coloured ticks on the top axis indicate the temperature where the emissivity of each line peaks, and the top axis shows the halo mass where the 
virial temperature T 200c matches the temperature on the bottom axis for a first-order prediction of which halo masses are best probed with which emission lines. 
We group the lines into different panels for legibility: the different He α-like resonance lines (top left) and K α lines (top right) show curves of the same shape. 
Note the relatively shallow decline of the K α emissivity towards high temperatures. The different O VII He α-like lines (bottom left) have similar curve shapes, 
though they are not identical. The iron L-shell lines (bottom right) have more strongly peaked emissivities than the other lines. The curves for the Fe XVII 16.78, 
17.05, and 17.10 Å lines largely o v erlap in the plot. We show the Bertone et al. ( 2010 ) table Fe XVII 17.05 Å emissivity curve as a dashed, yellow line. 

Table 1. Data for the lines from the Bertone et al. ( 2010 ) tables we investigate in this work: the ion producing the line, its wavelength 
and energy (rest frame), the peak line emissivity for collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE) conditions (n H = 10 cm 

−3 ), using solar 
metal abundances (Table 3 ), the temperature at the CIE emission peak, and the temperature range in which the emissivity is at least 
0.1 times the maximum value. The peak temperatures are the maxima obtained directly from the emissivity tables, which use a 
0.05 dex temperature grid. The final three columns list data for comparing these lines to other works: the electron configurations of 
the upper and lo wer le vels of the transition, and names of the lines in CLOUDY v7.02. We substitute underscores for spaces in the 
names. Note that the line energies we list here are derived from the CLOUDY v7.02 wavelengths; they are listed for convenience. 

ion λ E max � n −2 
H V 

−1 T peak T 0.1 × peak upper level lo wer le vel name 
Å keV log 10 erg cm 

3 s −1 log 10 K log 10 K CLOUDY v7.02 

C V 40 .27 0 .3079 −24.4 5 .95 5.7–6.3 1s 2p 1 P 1s 2 1 S 0 C 5 40.27A 

C VI 33 .74 0 .3675 −24.1 6 .15 5.9–6.8 2p 1s C 6 33.74A 

N VI 28 .79 0 .4307 −24.7 6 .15 5.9–6.5 1s 2p 1 P 1s 2 1 S 0 N 6 28.79A 

N VII 24 .78 0 .5003 −24.4 6 .3 6.1–7.0 2p 1s N 7 24.78A 

O VII 21 .60 0 .5740 −23.9 6 .3 6.0–6.7 1s 2p 1 P 1s 2 1 S 0 O 7 21.60A 

O VII 21 .81 0 .5685 −24.4 6 .35 6.0–6.7 1s 2p 3 P 1s 2 1 S 0 O 7 21.81A 

O VII 22 .10 0 .5610 −23.9 6 .35 6.0–6.7 1s 2s 3 S 1s 2 1 S 0 O 7 22.10A 

O VIII 18 .97 0 .6536 −23.6 6 .5 6.2–7.2 2p 1s O 8 18.97A 

Ne IX 13 .45 0 .9218 −24.4 6 .6 6.3–7.0 1s 2p 1 P 1s 2 1 S 0 Ne 9 13.45A 

Ne X 12 .14 1 .021 −24.2 6 .8 6.5–7.5 2p 1s Ne10 12.14A 

Mg XI 9 .169 1 .352 −24.8 6 .8 6.4–7.2 1s 2p 1 P 1s 2 1 S 0 Mg11 9.169A 

Mg XII 8 .422 1 .472 −24.6 7 .0 6.7–7.8 2p 1s Mg12 8.422A 

Si XIII 6 .648 1 .865 −24.8 7 .0 6.6–7.4 1s 2p 1 P 1s 2 1 S 0 Si13 6.648A 
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 = 0.25, than we find at z = 0.1. Ho we ver, the lack of any emission
t all at temperatures and densities where there is emission in the
ther metal lines indicates that there is a similar issue at this redshift.
In order to make predictions for these lines, we therefore use 

 different set of tables: those of Ploeckinger & Schaye ( 2020 ).
e use their default tables, which include the effects of dust, self-

hielding, cosmic rays, and local stellar radiation. Ho we ver, these 
ense gas/ISM processes and effects are negligible for the X-ray 
ines we study here. The main differences for this work are that the
r

loeckinger & Schaye ( 2020 ) tables were made with a newer CLOUDY

ersion (v17.01, Ferland et al. 2017 ), including updated atomic data,
nd that these tables were calculated assuming a Faucher-Gigu ̀ere 
 2020 ) UV/X-ray background. 3 
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 

edshifts z > 3, but we do not consider such high redshifts in this work. 
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Table 2. Data for the Ploeckinger & Schaye ( 2020 ) table lines we use in this work, analogous to the Table 1 data. For the peak emissivity, the metallicity of 
the gas is scaled to the solar values of CLOUDY v7.02 (Table 3 ). The peak temperatures are the maxima directly from the emissivity tables, which use a 0.1 dex 
temperature grid. The line identifications/transitions come from the CHIANTI data base (versions 7.0 and 10.0.1) used in CLOUDY v17.01 for these iron lines. 
Note that the line energies we list here are derived from the CLOUDY wav elengths; the y are listed for convenience. The transition attributed to the Fe XVII 17.05 Å
line in the CLOUDY v7.02 data produces a line at 16.7757 Å in the Chianti data base used to match the Fe L-shell lines in CLOUDY v17.01. Ho we ver, we belie ve 
the comparison between both lines at 17.05 Å is more lik e-for-lik e (see the text for discussion). 

ion λ E max � n −2 
H V 

−1 T peak T 0.1 × peak Upper level Lo wer le vel Name 
( Å) (keV) log 10 erg cm 

3 s −1 log 10 K log 10 K CLOUDY v17.01 

Fe XVII 17.0960 0.7252 −24.1 6.7 6.3–7.0 2s 2 2p 5 3s 3 P 2 2s 2 2p 6 1 S 0 Fe17 17.0960A 

Fe XVII 17.0510 0.7271 −24.0 6.7 6.3–7.0 2s 2 2p 5 3s 1 P 1 2s 2 2p 6 1 S 0 Fe17 17.0510A 

Fe XVII 16.7760 0.7391 −24.2 6.7 6.4–7.0 2s 2 2p 5 3s 3 P 1 2s 2 2p 6 1 S 0 Fe17 16.7760A 

Fe XVII 15.2620 0.8124 −24.3 6.8 6.4–7.0 2s 2 2p 5 3d 3 D 1 2s 2 2p 6 1 S 0 Fe17 15.2620A 

Fe XVIII 16.0720 0.7714 −24.9 6.8 6.5–7.1 2s 2 2p 4 ( 3 P) 3s 4 P 5/2 2s 2 2p 5 2 P 3/2 Fe18 16.0720A 
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For the Ploeckinger & Schaye ( 2020 ) table lines, we look up the
ransitions for H-like and He-like species in the CLOUDY documen-
ation like we did for the other tables; the wavelengths of these lines
ery closely match those of the earlier version. For the Fe L-shell
ines, the transitions selected for the two table sets are different. The
tomic data for these lines are more uncertain (e.g. Gu et al. 2007 ; de
laa et al. 2012 ; Bernitt et al. 2012 ; Wu & Gao 2019 ; Gu et al. 2019 ),
o slightly different wavelengths and other atomic data in different
ransition data bases and CLOUDY versions are to be expected. We
ist the Fe L-shell lines we study in this work in Table 2 . 

For these L-shell lines, CLOUDY 17.01 uses the CHIANTI data base 4 

ata (version 7.1.4; Dere et al. 1997 ; Landi et al. 2013 ) by default.
hese default settings were used in Ploeckinger & Schaye ( 2020 ). We

ooked up the transitions using the version 7.0 line list provided on
he CHIANTI website. We also checked the H- and He-like transition
dentifications against this list, and found they matched. 

Ho we ver, there was an issue with the Fe L-shell line identifications.
he Mewe & Gronenschild ( 1981 ) wavelength and transition identifi-
ation combinations do match quite well for the Fe XVII 17.10 Å and
5.26 Å lines, and the Fe XVIII 16.07 Å line. The transitions causing
he Fe XVII 16.78 Å and 17.05 Å lines are, ho we ver, re versed between
he Mewe & Gronenschild ( 1981 ) and CHIANTI v7.0 line lists. The
IST data base 5 (Hutcheon, Pye & Evans 1976 ; Gordon et al. 1980 )

eem to agree with the Mewe & Gronenschild ( 1981 ) classifications,
hile the lastest CHIANTI data base (version 10.0.1 Dere et al. 1997 ;
el Zanna et al. 2021 ) agrees with the earlier Chianti version. There
ay therefore be errors in the classification of the Fe L-shell lines,

nd it is not entirely clear whether the CLOUDY v7.02 Fe XVII 17.05 Å
ine is ‘the same’ as the CLOUDY v17.01 Fe XVII 17.0510 Å line. 

The transition probabilities from the NIST and CHIANTI (version
.1.4 or 10.0.1) data bases do not match exactly, but they match the
ame-wavelength lines better than the ones identified with the same
ransitions. Therefore, when comparing the results from the two sets
f tables we use, we will assume that the two 17.05 Å lines are ‘the
ame’. 

We compared the surface brightness profiles we obtained for the
 α and He α-like lines using the Bertone et al. ( 2010 ) tables (Fig. 7 )

o those obtained for the same lines using the Ploeckinger & Schaye
 2020 ) tables. The emissivity of these lines differs little in CIE, but
here are larger differences in PIE, likely resulting from the different
V/X-ray backgrounds assumed in the two sets of tables. The result-

ng surface brightness profiles for the K α and He α-like lines differ
y � 0.1 dex where the emission is potentially observable (surface
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 

 ht tps://www.chiant idat abase.org/
 accessed on 2021-03-25 

b  

t  

(  

d

rightness � 10 −2 photons cm 

−2 s −1 sr −1 , Table 5 ). These differences
re often larger at lower surface brightnesses, where emission
rom photo-ionized gas dominates. Differences are slightly larger
 ≈0.2 dex) for the median surface brightnesses of the Mg XII and
i XIII lines in the centres of M 200c = 10 12 . 5 –10 13 . 0 M � haloes and
f the Ne x line in the centres of M 200c = 10 12 . 0 –10 12 . 5 M � haloes. 

.2.3 Line luminosities 

o calculate the line luminosity for each gas (SPH) particle, we use
ables which tabulate gas luminosity. The Bertone et al. ( 2010 ) tables
ist log 10 L V 

−1 n −2 
H , the luminosity per unit volume and squared

ydrogen number density, as a function of log 10 T , log 10 n H , and
, where T is the temperature and z the redshift. The n 2 H factor
ccounts for the first-order dependence of emission on the collision
and therefore, excitation) rate, which scales as L V 

−1 ∝ n ion n e 
n collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE), where n ion and n e are
he number densities of the ions producing the line and electrons,
espectively. This emission is interpolated linearly, in log space where
pplicable. For each particle, we multiply the table values by n 2 H and
olume (mass divided by density) to get the line luminosity. 

The Ploeckinger & Schaye ( 2020 ) tables list log 10 L V 

−1 , without
he first-order dependence on hydrogen number density scaled out,
nd these values are a function of the total metallicity log 10 Z /Z �.
gain, we interpolate these tables linearly. We multiply by the
article volume (mass o v er SPH density) to obtain the SPH particle
uminosity. 

The line emission also depends on the abundance of the species
roducing the line. This dependence is linear to high accuracy:
wice as many atoms of a given element mean double the number of
he ions responsible for the emission, and each ion will experience
he same number of excitations. (Metal ions and the electrons from
hese metals only make small contributions to the excitation rates.)
herefore, we scale the emission of each SPH particle by the ratio
f the particle’s element abundance to the solar abundance that
he tables were made for (tables from Bertone et al. 2010 ) or by
he ratio of the SPH particle’s element abundance to the assumed
lement abundance at the particle’s total metallicity (tables from
loeckinger & Schaye 2020 ). 
Note that the solar and element abundances assumed in the two sets

f tables are different. The element abundances in the EAGLE sim-
lations do not depend on this choice, and we calculate the emission
y scaling the emission values from each table by the appropriate
able value. We list the solar abundances used in the Bertone et al.
 2010 ) table generation in Table 3 . These are the CLOUDY v7.02 (last
ocumented in Ferland et al. 1998 ) default abundances. 

https://www.chiantidatabase.org/
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Table 3. Solar abundances for the elements we use in this work. We give 
metallicities for the elements we generate emission lines for, in number 
density relative to hydrogen (column 2) and mass fraction (column 3). The 
corresponding total solar metallicity value is Z � = 0.0127. The values were 
also used to generate the line emission tables (e.g. Bertone et al. 2010 , table 1) 
and the EAGLE cooling tables (table 1 of Wiersma et al. 2009a ). The values 
are the CLOUDY v7.02 (last documented in Ferland et al. 1998 ) defaults, from 

Holweger ( 2001 , H01), Allende Prieto, Lambert & Asplund ( 2001 , AP01), 
and Allende Prieto, Lambert & Asplund ( 2002 , AP02). 

Element Metallicity Source 
n elt / n H ρelt / ρtot 

C 2.45 × 10 −4 2.07 × 10 −3 AP02 
N 8.51 × 10 −5 8.36 × 10 −4 H01 
O 4.90 × 10 −4 5.49 × 10 −3 AP01 
Ne 1.00 × 10 −4 1.41 × 10 −3 H01 
Mg 3.47 × 10 −5 5.91 × 10 −4 H01 
Si 3.47 × 10 −5 6.83 × 10 −4 H01 
Fe 2.82 × 10 −5 1.10 × 10 −3 H01 
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We show some of the properties of these lines in Fig. 1 , and in
ables 1 and 2 . Many of these lines have been explored in more
etail in Bertone et al. ( 2013 ). Note that much of this applies to
AGLE, even though the paper uses the OWLS simulations, because 

he radiative cooling model is the same. 
The line selection consists of Ly α-like (K α) lines from H-like

ons, He α-like (resonance) lines from He-like ions, and for iron, 
 number of lines from the L-shell ions. The differences between 
he different K α and He α-like resonance lines in Fig. 1 (top right-
and and left-hand panels, respectively) can largely be explained by 
he different solar element abundances (peak heights) and element 
umbers (peak temperatures). 
The uncertainty in the atomic data for the Fe L-shell lines is

llustrated by the comparison between the Fe XVII 17.05 Å lines 
rom the two table sets. Note that the curves are scaled to the same
etallicities and element abundances, so differences in assumed 

bundances do not explain the difference. For the K α en He α-
ike lines, the differences between the curves from the different table 
ets are � 0 . 1 dex around the emissivity peaks. 

.3 Surface brightnesses 

e calculate surface brightnesses similarly to the column densities 
n Wijers et al. ( 2019 , 2020 ). First, we calculate the luminosity of
ach gas particle as described in Section 2.2 , then we project the
articles on to a grid, using the Wendland ( 1995 ) C2 kernel as the
ssumed shape of each gas particle, scaled by its smoothing length. 
e choose a pixel size of 3 . 125 ckpc , matching that used in Wijers

t al. ( 2019 , 2020 ). 
Before projecting, we divide the particles into ‘slices’ along the 

 -axis of the simulation (an arbitrary direction relative to haloes and
alaxies). Each slice is 6 . 25 cMpc thick, again matching previous 
ork. We then divide the luminosity in each pixel by its angular size

nd squared luminosity distance to get a surface brightness. 
For surface brightness profiles, we take these maps and extract 

urface brightnesses at different distances to central galaxies. We 
verage all the values in annular bins. For median profiles, we use
he median, in each annular bin, of the annular averages around 
ndividual central galaxies. We calculated the mean profiles by 
imilarly averaging the annular means around the different galaxies 
t each impact parameter. We use impact parameter bins of 0 . 1 dex
or the medians and 0 . 25 dex for the averages, because the average
rofiles are quite noisy using 0 . 1 dex bins. The innermost bin co v ers
he 0–10 pkpc range. 

In our surface brightness profiles, we ignore any possible emission 
rom the star-forming gas. Assuming the star-forming gas is at 10 4 K
warm ISM), emission from this gas is negligible. A hot ISM phase
ight generate more emission, but modelling this phase would come 
ith large uncertainties because the phases of the ISM are poorly

esolved in EAGLE. Similarly, emission from (central and satellite) 
alaxies, e.g. X-ray binaries or AGN, is not included in our profiles.

Some emission from galaxies is included; ho we ver, gas that has
ecently been heated by supernova or AGN feedback. This gas will
v entually e xpand and cool, but just after a feedback ev ent, it will be
ot (heated to 10 7.5 or 10 8.5 K, respectively) and dense, and will
herefore be relatively bright in X-ray emission. Ho we ver, these
emperatures are high for the lines we study (Fig. 1 ). We will later
ee that the line-luminosity-weighted temperature of these haloes is 
enerally well below these high temperatures. Luminosity-weighted 
ean temperatures can reach � 10 7 K in the centres of haloes with
 200c � 10 11 . 5 K, but we find that these haloes are too faint to observe

ven with emission from this gas included. This effect is present for
he K α lines and the Mg XI and Si XIII He α-like resonance lines,
hich have relatively high emissivities at these high temperatures. 
In Appendix A , we discuss the effect of this recently feedback

eated gas on the surface brightness. In short, the effects are larger
or the mean surface brightnesses than for the medians. Within 
 . 1 R 200c , the effect on the median profiles can be substantial if
he halo virial temperature is small compared to the temperature 
t which the emissivity peaks. For the mean profiles, the effects
an be substantial for haloes up to this virial temperature. At these
mall impact parameters, we expect that, in practice, emission from 

he central galaxy itself would make it difficult to detect any CGM
mission. At impact parameters between 0.1 and 1 R 200c , the effects
re typically small where the surface brightness is high enough that
e would expect emission to be detectable by upcoming missions. 
hey can be large when a halo seems to be marginally detectable, or
ot detectable at all. 
Our surface brightness profiles therefore reflect the emission from 

he gas surrounding galaxies, but not from the galaxies themselves. 
his is the gas we are aiming to characterize. Emission from the
alaxies themselves may, in practice, make it more difficult to detect
he surrounding CGM in emission. 

In this work, we use SPH-smoothed element abundances 
 SMOO THEDELEMENTABUND ANCE in EAGLE) to calculate luminosi- 
ies for consistency with the radiative cooling in EAGLE. We also
se these abundances to calculate metal mass fractions and hydrogen 
umber densities. 

.4 Galaxies and haloes 

e take galaxies and haloes from the EAGLE public data release
McAlpine et al. 2016 ). These are identified in EAGLE by first finding
aloes using a friends-of-friends (FoF) method, where any particles 
resolution elements) separated by less than 0.2 times the mean inter-
article distance are connected, and all connected particles define a 
alo. This algorithm is applied to dark matter particles, and other
articles (gas, stars, and black holes) are then classified in the same
ay as their nearest dark matter particle. The centre of potential of the
alo is the particle with the minimum gravitational potential energy. 
Galaxies were found within those haloes using SUBFIND (Springel 

t al. 2001 ; Dolag et al. 2009 ), and the central galaxy is the one
ontaining the halo centre of potential. The SUBFIND code finds 
 v erdense re gions within these haloes, and subhaloes are identified
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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s the self-bound parts of these o v erdense re gions. This binding
actors in gravitational potential energy and kinetic energy, as well
s thermal energy for gas. 

The halo mass M 200c was determined from the centre of potential:
 sphere was grown around this centre until its average internal
ensity was 200 times the critical density. The radius of that sphere
s R 200c and the enclosed mass is M 200c . When we calculate 2d
impact parameter) or 3d radial distances to halo centres, we use the
entre of mass of the central galaxy (subhalo 0) instead of the centre
f potential, to approximate the light-weighted centre of the galaxy
hat might be used in observations. 

The temperature T 200c of the hot CGM phase at the halo radius
 200c can be estimated from the virial theorem, assuming hydrostatic

quilibrium, with pressure support coming from the thermal pressure
f the hot phase: 

 200c = 

μm H 

3 k 
G M 

2 / 3 
200c (200 ρc ) 

1 / 3 , (1) 

here μ is the mean particle mass in units of the hydrogen atom mass
 H , k is the Boltzmann constant, G is Newton’s constant, and ρc is

he critical density. We assume μ = 0.59, for primordial gas with
ully ionized hydrogen and helium. The assumption of hydrostatic
quilibrium is not valid in especially the inner CGM of L ∗ galaxies
n the EAGLE simulation (Oppenheimer 2018 ), but the volume-
lling phase in the ∼ L ∗ CGM of EAGLE galaxies is still at X-ray
roducing temperatures, � 10 6 K (e.g. Wijers et al. 2020 ). 

.5 CGM definitions 

he CGM does not have one clear definition. It is roughly the gas
urrounding a central galaxy, but it does not have a clear inner or outer
oundary. Therefore, in our 3D profiles of gas properties we show
as o v er a large radial range. When calculating total luminosities in
alo mass ranges (Fig. 5 ), we use the ‘FoF and gas within R 200c ’
efinition of haloes and CGM. For subhalo gas, we use the SUBFIND

efinition, where subhalo gas is gravitationally bound to a subhalo
ther than subhalo 0, as inde x ed by SUBFIND . The subhalo with
ndex 0 is the central galaxy, and all gas bound to the halo, but no
pecific subhalo, is attributed to subhalo 0 by SUBFIND . In Fig. 9 ,
here we use luminosities of individual haloes, we define the CGM

s all the non-star-forming gas within R 200c of (the centre of mass
f) the central galaxy. In Figs 6 and 8 , we do include star-forming
as. We note that the contribution of this star-forming gas to the halo
uminosity of these lines is negligible. 

 DETECTA BILITY  

he detectability of emission is not easy to define. For example, Das
t al. ( 2020 ) use two different tests to investigate how far from the
alaxy they can detect emission. Detection might be limited by back-
rounds and foregrounds (both astrophysical and instrumental), and
on-CGM emission correlated with the source. Such correlated emis-
ion would be, for example, X-ray emission from X-ray binaries, hot
SM, or AGN in central and satellite galaxies. Since backgrounds and
oregrounds (may) vary with time and position on the sky, these need
o be fit to observations along with the object of interest, meaning
hat systematic errors in the background (models) are also rele v ant. 

Here, we investigate detectability with a number of instruments
nder somewhat optimistic assumptions: we consider only statistical
rrors (Poisson noise in total counts), where backgrounds contribute
o the noise, but not the signal, and we ignore the effects of other X-ray
ources correlated with the CGM. Modelling galaxy X-ray emission
ould be difficult, since EAGLE does not resolve the multiphase
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
SM or the time and spatial scales go v erning AGN variability, or
ssume binary fractions in its star formation and feedback model.
o we ver, it has been shown that e.g. aggregate AGN feedback and

he resulting quenching of star formation anticorrelate with X-ray
mission from the CGM at z ≈ 0 in ∼ L ∗ galaxies (Davies et al.
019 ), meaning that just ‘painting in’ a galaxy of the right stellar
ass might be insufficient. Modelling this galactic X-ray emission

s beyond the scope of this paper. 
We focus on the detection of individual emission lines and ignore

he issue of detecting them o v er the continuum emission of the CGM.
or high-mass systems, such as clusters, this might be an important

imitation, but then possible observations of clusters in X-rays have
lready been studied by e.g. Lotti et al. ( 2014 ), and can make use
f present observations in modelling. The spectral resolution (full
idth at half maximum) of the X-IFU should be 2.5 eV up to 7 keV

Barret et al. 2018 ). For rest-frame energies between 0.3 and 2 keV,
his corresponds to a velocity range between 2500 and 375 km s −1 .
hese ranges are large enough that we assume the redshift of the
mission line is known with sufficient precision relative to the central
alaxy redshift, and that redshift trials are not an issue. (Note that this
s not necessarily the case for high spectral resolution measurements
ith Lynx.) We ignore blending of different emission lines; in our

ine sample, the Fe XVII 17.05 and 17.10 Å lines would be blended. 
We assume an intrinsic line width ( b -parameter) of 100 km s −1 for

ach emission line when we calculate the signal it would produce in
ach instrument. This is well below the velocity resolution of XRISM
esolve, the Athena X-IFU, and the Lynx Main Array (Table 4 ).
hese resolutions are worse than 375 km s −1 o v er the line energy

ange we explore. Thermal line widths in the energy range producing
uch of the emission (Tables 1 and 2 ) are at most 210 km s −1 (for
g XII ). For galaxy groups ( M 200c > 10 13 . 2 M �), the halo circular

 elocity does e xceed 375 km s −1 , so in the more massiv e systems we
nvestigate, intrinsic line widths may be large enough to affect the
bserved line width, and hence the signal-to-noise ratio. This will be
rue across lines and halo masses for the Lynx Ultra-High Resolution
rray given its very high spectral resolution (Table 4 ). 

This means that for lower mass haloes, we expect the line width
o be determined primarily by the spectral resolution of XRISM
esolve, the Athena X-IFU, and the Lynx Main Array. This means

hat the precise assumptions we make about the intrinsic line width
ill not be very important in the determination of the detection

imits at these halo masses. At halo masses � 10 13 M �, this will
o longer be true. Ho we ver, we find that emission from these high-
ass haloes is typically quite comfortably detectable with Athena

nd both Lynx instruments, and that the impact parameter where
he emission crosses the detectability threshold is in a range where
he surface brightness declines rapidly (Fig. 7 ). This means that
he extent of detectable emission for these haloes will be relatively
nsensitive to the precise detectability limit. Therefore, we expect that
ur detectability estimates for XRISM Resolve, the Athena X-IFU,
nd the Lynx Main Array are not v ery sensitiv e to the assumptions we
ake about the line width. The effects might be larger for the Lynx
ltra-High Resolution Array, which will likely spectrally resolve

mission lines across halo masses. 
Finally, to get a single surface brightness limit, we assume uniform

mission, at least within each region the surface brightness is
easured in. This brings us to the following equations, adapted from
akei et al. ( 2011 ) to include instrumental backgrounds: 

 = 

∫ 
line 

d E 

∑ 

j 

SB ( E ) A eff ( E ) LSF ( E , j ) , (2) 
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Table 4. Basic specifications for a number of instruments, and some rele v ant v alues for z = 0.1. We report the point 
spread function (PSF) and field of view (FOV) for the instruments, and translate those values to physical sizes at z = 0.1. 
The PSF types are the half-power diameter (HPD) and half-energy width (HEW). For the spectral resolution, we report 
the full width at half maximum (FWHM). The Lynx instruments are the Main Array (MA) and Ultra-High Resolution 
Array (UHRA) of the Lynx X-ray Microcalorimeter (LXM). For XRISM, we report the 1.2 arcsec angular resolution 
achieved by Hitomi, rather than the 1.7 arcsec requirement, and similarly, Hitomi’s 5.0 eV spectral resolution rather 
than the 7 eV requirement. The Athena X-IFU detector is hexagonal, not square; the given field of view is an equi v alent 
diameter. 

Instrument PSF FOV 	 E (FWHM) Source 
(arcsec) (pkpc) (Type) (arcmin) (pkpc) (eV) 

Athena X-IFU 5 10 HEW 5 570 2 .5 Lumb et al. ( 2017 ) 
XRISM resolve 72 140 HPD 2 .9 330 5 .0 XRISM Science Team ( 2020 ) 
LXM (MA) 0.5 1.0 HPD 5 570 3 The Lynx Team ( 2018 ) 
LXM (UHRA) 0.5 1.0 HPD 1 110 0 .3 The Lynx Team ( 2018 ) 
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here r is the count rate per unit angular size, E is the energy, j is
he spectral channel, SB is the surface brightness, A eff is the ef fecti ve
rea, and LSF is the line spread function. The sum o v er the channels
ould be centred on the channel corresponding to the emission line 

nergy; the range of extraction can be varied. This describes the 
onversion from photons to counts as encoded in the instrument 
esponse files. Then 

 σ = 

r line √ 

r line + r bkg 

√ 

t exp 	�, (3) 

here N σ is the detection significance in units of σ , r line and r bkg are
he count rates per unit observed solid angle for the line and total
ackground, respectively, 	� is the angular size of the observed 
egion, and t exp is the exposure time. This assumes that errors in
ackground modelling are negligible. Finally, we assume N σ ≥ 5 
onstitutes a detection. 

Given the response functions and backgrounds, we can therefore 
stimate what line surface brightness would be detectable. Note 
hat this surface brightness is not the intrinsic surface brightness 
f the source. Especially for the lower energy lines we consider, 
alactic absorption will reduce the amount of light that makes it

o the instrument. Since this is a very simple correction, we give
bsorbed minimum detectable surface brightnesses and unabsorbed 
inima assuming the same Galactic absorption as in the X-IFU 

ackground model (McCammon et al. 2002 ): an xspec wabs model 
Morrison & McCammon 1983 ) with a hydrogen column density 
 H = 1 . 8 × 10 20 cm 

−2 (model parameter value 0.018). 
Nominally, we assume an extraction area for surface brightnesses 

f 	� = 1arcmin 2 . This corresponds to a circle of radius 64 pkpc at
edshift 0.1. We try exposure times of 0.1, 1, and 10 Ms. Because the
xtraction area and exposure time are degenerate for the purposes 
f minimum surface brightness estimates, we report their product 
nstead of individual values. We generally find that 100 ks and 
 arcmin 2 would not be sufficient to detect line emission, so we 
ocus on the larger values. 

.1 Ov er view of instruments 

or the Athena X-IFU, we used the response matrices and back- 
rounds provided on the X-IFU website. 6 Barret et al. ( 2016 ), Barret
t al. ( 2018 ), and Ravera et al. ( 2014 ) describe the production of
 http:// x-ifu.irap.omp.eu/ resources- for- users- and- x- ifu- consortium- m 

mbers/#accordion- item- latest- x- ifu- response- matrices , downloaded on 
eptember 28, 2020. 

7

d
8

N

he response matrices. The responses assume the cost-constrained 
onfiguration, in the baseline filter configuration (open filter wheel 
osition). Lotti et al. ( 2012 , 2014 ) document the instrumental back-
round estimates, and the McCammon et al. ( 2002 ) astrophysical
ackground (applicable to sources at high galactic latitudes) is used. 
or the AGN contribution to the background, it is assumed that
0 per cent of the AGN can be (spatially) resolved and removed. 
For the Science with the X-ray Imaging and Spectroscopy Mission 

XRISM; XRISM Science Team 2020 ), we consider the Resolve 
nstrument. We use the response files and instrumental backgrounds 
rom the XRISM online database. 7 We use the models for a 5 eV
pectral resolution (FWHM), with the gate-valve open. We use the 
arf file for a constant surface brightness disk with a radius of
 arcmin. 
For the astrophysical background, we use a model from 

imionescu et al. ( 2013 ), fit to Suzaku and ROSAT data taken around
he Coma cluster (but in regions free from cluster emission), which
as the target of the study. This includes the AGN background. Given

he size of the PSF (1.2 arcmin) compared to the field of view (2.9 ar-
min) of the Resolve instrument, we do not expect excising this point
ource background will be feasible. There might be similar issues 
eparating galactic emission from CGM emission here, especially a 
ossible hot ISM contribution, since this could have a very similar
pectrum (collisionally ionized plasma) as the warm/hot CGM. Given 
 sufficiently deep galaxy surv e y, it might be possible to a v oid this
onfusion by targeting a galaxy-free region of the CGM. At our
ominal redshift (0.1), it will likely not be possible to a v oid satellite
alaxies given the extent of the point spread function (Table 4 ). 

For Lynx, we use data provided by Alexey Vikhlinin (pri v ate
ommunication, 2020). We investigate detectability with the .rmf 
esponse files provided by Alexey Vikhlinin and .arf files 
ownloaded from the SOXS instrument simulator website. 8 We 
sed astrophysical and instrumental background data provided by 
le x e y Vikhlinin, matching the specifications in The Lynx Team

 2018 ). This means the Hickox & Markevitch ( 2007 ) astrophysical
ackground model (derived from Chandra measurements) is used, 
nd instrumental backgrounds for the Lynx X-ray Microcalorimeter 
LXM) are based on Athena X-IFU predictions. Point sources are 
ssumed to be fully resolved, and therefore subtractable from the 
ata, in deep exposures. 
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 

 https:// heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ FTP/ xrism/ prelaunch/ simulation/sim2/ , 
ownloaded on October 20, 2020. 
 https:// hea-www.cfa.harvard.edu/ soxs/responses.html , downloaded 
o v ember 21, 2018. 

http://x-ifu.irap.omp.eu/resources-for-users-and-x-ifu-consortium-members/#accordion-item-latest-x-ifu-response-matrices
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/FTP/xrism/prelaunch/simulation/sim2/
https://hea-www.cfa.harvard.edu/soxs/responses.html
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Figure 2. Ef fecti v e area (left) and minimum detectable surface brightness (with 5 σ confidence; right) as a function of observ ed line energy for the different 
instruments (different colours). We show the Athena X-IFU (X-IFU), the Main Array (main) and Ultra-High Resolution Array (UHR) of the Lynx X-ray 
Microcalorimeter (LXM), and the XRISM Resolve instrument (XRISM-R). Along with the ef fecti ve area curves, we also show the fraction of transmitted 
radiation through the Milky Way according to the wabs model with a hydrogen column density N H = 1 . 8 × 10 20 cm 

−2 . We show minimum surface brightnesses 
for two values of exposure time and angular extent of the source: t exp 	� = 10 6 and 10 7 arcmin 2 s, with solid and dotted lines, respectively. Saturated and faded 
colours show minimum surface brightnesses before and after absorption by the Milky Way halo, respectively, using the wabs model shown in the left-hand 
panel. For each instrument, we indicate the (full) energy range, centred on the line energy, o v er which the signal and noise were measured. We assume an 
intrinsic line width of 100 km s −1 . 
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For the LXM, we consider two modes (The Lynx Team 2018 ): the
ltra-High Resolution Array (0.3 eV resolution, 1 arcmin FOV) and

he Main Array (3 eV resolution o v er a 5 arcmin FOV). The UHRA
s not sensitive at higher energies ( > 0.95 keV), so it can only be used
or the lower energy lines we investigate. 

We provide an overview of these instruments, which are potentially
nteresting for soft X-ray emission-line detections, in Table 4 . We list
he point spread function (PSF) and field of view (FOV) sizes, and
he spectral resolution. We show the effective area as a function of
nergy in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 . From equation 2 , the ef fecti ve
rea is the main factor determining the emission line counts, while the
pectral resolution determines how much of the background comes
ith it. The point spread function helps determine background levels

hrough the ability to resolve and remo v e individual background
GN, and the FOV determines how many pointings it would take to

mage a source. (We do not account for this in our exposure times;
hese are al w ays for single pointings.) 

The PSF also determines the level of galaxy ‘contamination’ in
he CGM images. Because we do not model this galactic emission,
e cannot make precise estimates, but the relative sizes of the PSFs
f the instruments should at least give an idea of the relative effects.
Fig. 2 shows the ef fecti ve area of these instruments (left-hand

anel), taken from the .arf files we described abo v e. F or XRISM,
his includes a correction for the assumed sizes of the source and
he instrument field of view. We also show the effect of Galactic
bsorption (transmitted fraction, scaled to 10 4 cm 

2 ). The decreasing
nstrument sensitivities and strong Galactic absorption mean that
ines at observed energies � 0.3 keV will be difficult to detect. The
ight-hand panel of Fig. 2 shows the resulting minimum detectable
ource surface brightnesses as a function of line energy. Different
olours indicate different instruments, line styles are for different
xposure times, and faded lines indicate the minima after absorption
y the Galaxy. 
The Lynx ultra-high resolution array is the most sensitive instru-
ent, but has a limited energy range (up to 0.95 keV). After that,

he Lynx main array is most sensitive; it has a lar ger ener gy range,
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
ully co v ering the 0.3–2 keV range we are interested in, and a larger
eld of view (a diameter of 5 arcmin instead of 1 arcmin). The
thena X-IFU will have a similar sensitivity at low energies, but

he difference with the Lynx main array increases towards higher
nergies. The XRISM Resolve instrument has the lowest sensitivity,
nd the strongest sensitivity decrease towards lower energies. 

The features in the sensitivity curves in the right-hand panel of
ig. 2 are due to detector edges (jumps in the ef fecti ve area curves;

eft-hand panel) and features (emission lines) in the astrophysical
ackground. Around these lines, systematic errors are likely to
ontribute significantly to the actual error budget, so our estimated
urface brightness limits are likely underestimated between
0.3 and 1 keV. We have checked that the different astrophysical

ackground models are similar, so differences between those
odels should not be driving the sensitivity differences between the

nstruments. 
The features are stronger for larger exposure times and ef fecti ve ar-

as. This is because, for small exposure times (t exp 	� 	 N 

2 
σ / r bkg ),

he limiting factor for detecting an emission line is the number
f detected source photons. When the exposure time increases,
he astrophysical and instrumental backgrounds become relatively

ore important, as shown by solving equation ( 3 ) for the minimum
etectable emission line count rate r line : 

 line = 

N 

2 
σ

2t exp 	�

( 

1 + 

√ 

1 + 

4t exp 	� r bkg 

N 

2 
σ

) 

. (4) 

his means that emission lines in the astrophysical background have
 stronger effect on the minimum detectable surface brightness when
he exposure time is larger. 

The effect of the effective area is most clearly seen for the
RISM resolve instrument. Here, the background emission-line

eatures are mostly absent because the instrument has a much
maller ef fecti ve area than the others (Fig. 2 , left-hand panel).
hough the instrumental background count rate of XRISM Resolve

s lower than for the other instruments, its smaller ef fecti ve area

art/stac1580_f2.eps
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Table 5. Minimum source surface brightness (log 10 photons cm 

−2 s −1 sr −1 ) detectable at a 5 σ significance for the different lines and instruments at 
z = 0.1, given different exposure times and angular sizes. These include the effect of Galactic absorption according to a wabs model. The limits are 
av eraged o v er 11 redshifts from z = 0.095 to 0.105. Dashes indicate lines outside the sensitivity range of an instrument. The final column indicates the 
(log) difference between the minimum detectable source surface brightnesses including and excluding the effect of Milky Way absorption ( wabs model 
with N H = 1 . 8 × 10 20 cm 

−2 ). 

Instrument XRISM resolve Athena X-IFU LXM UHR LXM main 	 wabs 

t exp 	� ( arcmin 2 s) 1e7 1e6 1e5 1e7 1e6 1e5 1e7 1e6 1e5 1e7 1e6 1e5 ( log 10 SB ) 

C V 0 .8 1 .7 2.7 −0.7 −0.1 0 .6 −1.2 −0.6 0.2 −0.8 −0.2 0 .4 0.26 
C VI 1 .3 2 .2 3.1 −1.0 −0.3 0 .5 −1.5 −0.7 0.3 −1.0 −0.4 0 .4 0.18 
N VI 0 .6 1 .5 2.5 −1.2 −0.6 0 .2 −1.8 −1.0 −0.1 −1.3 −0.7 0 .0 0.11 
N VII 0 .2 1 .0 2.0 −1.4 −0.8 0 .1 −2.0 −1.2 −0.3 −1.6 −0.9 − 0 .2 0.08 
O VII (f) − 0 .1 0 .7 1.7 −1.6 −0.9 − 0 .1 −2.1 −1.3 −0.4 −1.7 −1.1 − 0 .3 0.05 
O VII (i) − 0 .1 0 .7 1.7 −1.6 −0.9 − 0 .1 −2.1 −1.4 −0.4 −1.7 −1.1 − 0 .3 0.05 
O VII (r) − 0 .2 0 .7 1.7 −1.6 −0.9 − 0 .1 −2.1 −1.3 −0.4 −1.7 −1.1 − 0 .3 0.05 
O VIII − 0 .2 0 .7 1.7 −1.5 −0.9 0 .0 −2.1 −1.4 −0.4 −1.7 −1.1 − 0 .3 0.06 
Fe XVII (17.05 A) − 0 .4 0 .5 1.5 −1.7 −1.0 − 0 .1 −2.3 −1.5 −0.5 −1.7 −1.2 − 0 .4 0.04 
Fe XVII (15.26 A) − 0 .5 0 .3 1.3 −1.6 −0.9 − 0 .2 −2.2 −1.5 −0.6 −1.8 −1.2 − 0 .5 0.04 
Fe XVII (16.78 A) − 0 .4 0 .5 1.4 −1.8 −1.1 − 0 .2 −2.3 −1.5 −0.5 −1.9 −1.3 − 0 .5 0.04 
Fe XVII (17.10 A) − 0 .3 0 .5 1.5 −1.6 −1.0 − 0 .1 −2.3 −1.5 −0.5 −1.6 −1.0 − 0 .4 0.05 
Fe XVIII − 0 .5 0 .4 1.4 −1.7 −1.0 − 0 .2 −2.3 −1.5 −0.5 −1.8 −1.2 − 0 .5 0.04 
Ne IX − 0 .7 0 .2 1.2 −1.8 −1.1 − 0 .3 −2.4 −1.6 −0.6 −2.0 −1.4 − 0 .6 0.03 
Ne x − 0 .7 0 .1 1.1 −1.9 −1.2 − 0 .3 – – – −2.1 −1.4 − 0 .6 0.02 
Mg XI − 0 .9 0 .0 0.9 −2.1 −1.3 − 0 .4 – – – −2.3 −1.6 − 0 .7 0.01 
Mg XII − 0 .9 − 0 .1 0.9 −2.1 −1.3 − 0 .4 – – – −2.3 −1.6 − 0 .7 0.01 
Si XIII − 0 .8 0 .0 1.0 −2.1 −1.3 − 0 .3 – – – −2.2 −1.5 − 0 .6 0.00 
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eans that the total background is none the less mostly dominated 
y the instrumental background rather than the astrophysical one, 
eaning the lines in the astrophysical background have a smaller 

ffect. 
Finally, we see that Galactic absorption makes a considerable 

ifference in what can be detected at the lowest energies, but the
ffect is small ( � 0 . 1 dex ) at the higher energies ( � 0.4 keV) we
onsider. 

In Table 5 , we show the minimum detectable surface brightnesses
SB) for the different lines and instruments that we investigate. 
 or e xample, according to Table 5 , for Athena X-IFU the O VIII

etection limit is SB = 10 −0 . 9 photons cm 

−2 s −1 sr −1 for t exp 	� = 

0 6 s arcmin 2 . This means that for this surface brightness we require
0 6 s to detect a region with angular size 1 arcmin 2 , or 10 5 s to
etect a region of size 10 arcmin 2 . To convert these minimum de-
ectable surface brightnesses to units of photons s −1 cm 

−1 arcmin −2 , 
ultiply the values by 1.18 × 10 −7 (or subtract 7.07 from the log 

alues). 
These minima include the effect of Milky Way absorption on the 

bserved surface brightness. In the final column we show how much 
f a difference this absorption makes; there are small variations 
etween the different redshifts used for one line, but these are �
 . 01 dex . We provide these differences to make it easier to calculate
he minima with different absorption models or absorbing columns, 
t least to first order. 

 RESULTS  

e start by demonstrating how line emission o v erall relates to
as and haloes in EAGLE (Section 4.1 ). We then examine this
mission as a function of impact parameter with surface brightness 
rofiles (Section 4.2 ), and compare these surface brightnesses to 
ough estimates of what could be detected with various instruments. 
inally, we examine emission-weighted gas temperatures, densities, 
nd metallicities to study which gas produces the emission, and how
t relates to the o v erall gas content of haloes (Section 4.3 ). 

.1 Line emission in relation to haloes 

ig. 3 shows the emission from the different lines we study in a part
f the 100 3 cMpc 3 volume selected to have haloes with a range of
asses. The regions we choose are among the most o v erdense re gions

n the volume. Note that this selection only applies to this figure;
he conclusions and all other figures are based on the full EAGLE
olume. We indicate the positions of the haloes for comparison; the
ircles are at R 200c in all panels but the top, middle panel, where
e indicate haloes at 2 R 200c . We can see that the line emission is
rightest in haloes. The emission from the cosmic web is weak, and
ill not be directly detectable. 
In the top left of the smaller panels in Fig. 3 , we see emission

rom various lines that does not seem to correspond to a halo, close
o the most massive halo in the panel. It also does not correspond
o a halo centred just outside the region along the Z -axis. Ho we ver,
he emission in a number of lines reveals it is connected to that

assive halo ( M 200c = 10 14 . 47 M �). In fact, the gas there is part of
he same FoF group as the massive halo in the top left. Evidently,
his is a merging system, and the top left halo is no longer separately
dentified. This is therefore halo gas/CGM emission, and not e.g. part
f a bright filament. 
The top panels of Fig. 4 show the temperature and density of gas

nd metals in the 100 3 cMpc 3 EAGLE simulation at redshift 0.1. Gas
t densities n H � 10 −5 cm 

−3 is mostly part of the IGM. Denser gas
s mostly found in haloes, and densities n H � 10 −1 cm 

−3 are typical
f the ISM. Star-forming gas is included in this figure at an assumed
emperature of 10 4 K, and makes up the horizontal strip at high
ensities in the top panels. This strip intersects a population of dense
as with a temperature that increases with density. The temperature 
f this gas is set by the pressure floor implemented in the EAGLE
imulations. 
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Surface brightness maps for a large set of X-ray emission lines. The O VIII line maps (top row) show different parts of the 100 × 100 × 6 . 25 cMpc 3 

slice of the EAGLE RefL100N1504 volume at z = 0.1, centred on Z = 21 . 875 cMpc . The projection is along the Z -axis. The top left panel shows a 
25 × 25 cMpc 2 region, centred on X , Y = 57 . 5 , 4 . 5 cMpc at a resolution of 62 . 5 ckpc per pixel. The middle panel shows the full slice at a resolution of 250 ckpc 
per pix el. Relativ e to the simulation coordinates, the Y coordinates were shifted by 15 cMpc so the region on the left would not o v erlap the periodic boundary at 
the bottom of the image. The top right panel, and all the other panels, show a 12 × 12 cMpc 2 region at 31 . 25 ckpc per pixel, centred on X , Y = 64 . 5 , 29 . 5 cMpc . 
Circles indicate the positions of haloes in the volume; these are centred on the center of mass of the central galaxy and have a radius of R 200c , except for the 
panel showing the whole slice; there the circles indicate 2 R 200c . The colour additionally shows the halo mass. The surface brightness colour bar transitions to 
colour in the range where emission roughly becomes directly observable (10 −1 . 5 photons s −1 cm 

−2 sr −1 ). The brightest emission comes from within haloes, and 
the IGM emission is typically very weak. The rest of the paper uses the full EAGLE volume. 
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Most of the gas mass is in the IGM (see also Fig. 6 ), but appreciable
ractions are also in CGM and ISM. The volume is dominated by
GM. Metals are found at many temperatures and densities. They
re biased to denser gas, which is typically closer to the galaxies
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
here the metals are formed. The different metals have very similar
istributions in temperature and density, as the close o v erlap between
he oxygen and iron contours in the top middle panel of Fig. 4
llustrates. 

art/stac1580_f3.eps
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Figure 4. The distribution of mass, volume, metals, and line emission o v er temperature and density in the full EAGLE 100 3 cMpc 3 simulation volume at 
redshift 0.1. The top left-hand panel shows the distribution of mass (histogram and red contours) and volume (cyan contours) in this space. The top middle 
panel shows the oxygen (histogram and red contours) and iron (cyan contours) distributions. The bottom panels show the distribution of (from left to right) the 
O VII (r), O VIII K α and Fe XVII (17.05 Å) line emission in the histograms and cyan contours. The yellow dot–dashed lines show the temperature and density 
range where the density-squared-normalized emissivity of the gas at fixed metallicity is at least 0.1 times as large as its maximum value in CIE. The red and 
cyan contours show where the enclosed fractions of the mass, volume, metals, or luminosity indicated in the legend lie in temperature and density space. The 
black and grey histograms show the fraction of the mass, metals, etc., per unit bin size at each temperature and density. The emission lines originate mostly from 

collisionally ionized gas close to the ideal temperature for each emission line, and the line emission is strongly biased towards dense gas. 
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Line emission from these metals, on the other hand, originates 
lmost e xclusiv ely from collisionally ionized gas, at temperatures 
lose to the ideal temperatures for line emission in CIE. Within these
onstraints, emission originates from temperatures and densities 
here there is relatively more mass, but with a strong bias towards
igher densities. That is because the luminosity of a volume of gas
s proportional to its squared density. Therefore, much line emission 
riginates in gas at densities and temperatures where gas and metals 
re relatively rare. Some emission does originate in low-density, 
hotoionized gas. This fraction is generally largest for lines at lower 
nergies and for He α-like lines, where photoionized emission can 
ccur at higher densities than in higher energy lines and for K α and
e L-shell lines. 
The three lines we show here are representative of a trend we

ee when comparing He α-like (O VII (r)), K α (O VIII ), and Fe L-
hell (Fe XVII (17.05 Å)) lines. As the width of the emissivity peak
ncreases from Fe L-shell to He α-like to K α lines (Fig. 1 ), the
mission lines probe gas in a wider range of temperatures. 

Fig. 5 divides the total luminosity from different lines in the 
AGLE v olume into contrib utions from haloes of different masses
nd the IGM, with the mass fractions in these components shown 
t the bottom for comparison. Star-forming gas is included at 
0 4 K, but its contribution to the total is negligible. Line emission
s dominated by haloes in contrast to the mass. The halo mass
ontributions to the emission differ between lines. The halo mass 
anges contributing most to the total luminosity are mostly those 
or which T 200c corresponds to the CIE peak emission temperature 
hown in Fig. 1 . In Wijers et al. ( 2020 , fig. 2), we saw that the metals
nd ions producing a number of these lines are less concentrated in
aloes than is the case for the emission. We expect the difference
n results from the ∝ n 2 H dependence of line emission, compared to
he ∝ n H dependence of ion mass. 

Note that the IGM contributions here can differ considerably, in 
elative terms, between the two emissivity tables we used in the
alculations, since this low-density gas is photoionized, and the tables 
ssume different UV/X-ray backgrounds. The contributions to the 
otal are small in either case. 

Gas that has recently been directly heated by feedback can be
esponsible for a large fraction of the emission from haloes at masses
here T 200c is too low for the CGM to produce detectable emission.
his effect is substantial in roughly the same halo mass ranges where

he effect of this gas on the surface brightness profiles of the haloes
s substantial, described in Appendix A . This means that at low
alo masses, where the contribution of a given halo mass range
o the total emission of a given line is already small, it would, in
eneral, be even smaller if the recently, directly heated gas were
xcluded. 

Comparing the halo emission contributions to the Fe L-shell, He 
-like, and K α line emission, we see a secondary trend. The lines
ith the narrowest emissivity peaks (the iron lines, Fig. 1 ) have most
f their halo emission coming from only two halo mass bins. The He
-like lines, with wider emissivity peaks, have haloes over a wider
ass range contributing to their total emission. The K α lines tend to

ome from a wider range of halo masses, especially towards higher
alo masses, reflecting their wider emissivity peaks, with relatively 
hallow slopes towards high temperatures. 

We will find that many trends of line emission with halo mass are
riven primarily by these two characteristics of the emissivity curves 
f the lines: the temperature of the emissivity peak, compared to the
alo virial temperature, and the width of the peak. 
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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M

Figure 5. Fraction of the total luminosity of the different lines originating 
in haloes of different mass (different colours) and the IGM (grey) in EAGLE 

at z = 0.1. Halo gas is anything in a FoF group or within R 200c , and the 
IGM is anything else. The numbers at the right of each bar indicate the 
v olume-a veraged luminosity density in each line ( log 10 erg s −1 cMpc −3 ). 
For comparison, we also show the fraction of the total gas mass in these 
components. 
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Figure 6. Median flux from z = 0.1 EAGLE haloes (all gas within R 200c ) 
as a function of halo mass for the different lines. We show the flux in units 
suited for estimating photon statistics for observations: photons per 100 ks 
per m 

2 of ef fecti ve area. We calculate the photon fluxes using a luminosity 
distance of 1 . 48 × 10 27 cm . Error bars, shown in alternating halo mass bins 
for legibility, show the central 80 per cent of luminosities at each halo mass. 
(They represent scatter in the population, not noise.) Panels show, from top 
to bottom, the He α-like resonance lines, K α lines, O VII He α-like lines, 
and the iron L-shell lines. The O VII He α-like resonance line is shown in 
both the first (top) and third panels. The curves for the O VII resonance and 
forbidden lines largely o v erlap, as do the Fe XVII 16.78, 17.05, and 17.10 Å
curves. Luminosities almost al w ays increase with halo mass, and luminosity 
scatter is typically largest at low halo masses and low luminosities. 
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Fig. 6 shows the median line flux as a function of halo mass.
enerally, we see that the oxygen lines are strongest. Though the

uminosities generally increase with halo mass, we do see differences
n these trends. 

Fig. 6 also shows the scatter (central 80 per cent) in those
uminosities at fixed halo mass. This scatter is generally quite large:
t least ≈1 dex at M 200c � 10 13 M �, and ≈2 dex for Ne X , Mg XI ,
g XII , and Si XIII for L ∗ haloes. This large scatter implies that

verage and median surface brightnesses can differ considerably, and
hat the manner in which luminosity-weighted temperature, density,
nd metallicity distributions from different haloes are stacked can
ave a real impact on the resulting radial profiles. 
For the He α-like resonance lines in the top panel of Fig. 6 , we see

 trend where halo luminosities tend to flatten as a function of halo
ass abo v e the emission peak temperature (Fig. 1 ). The Fe L-shell

ines even decrease in luminosity at the highest halo masses, when the
aloes become hotter than their emissivity peaks. For the K α lines
second panel from the top), there appears to be a weak flattening
bo v e the emissivity peak temperature halo mass. The flattening
s probably less obvious than for the He α-like lines because the
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
missivities decrease less strongly with temperature for the K α lines
han for the He α-like lines. In the third panel from the top, we see
hat the different O VII He α-like lines follow very similar trends,
ncluding their scatter. 
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Figure 7. Median and mean surface brightness as a function of impact parameter r ⊥ and halo mass (coloured curves). Means (dotted) are calculated using all 
haloes in each mass bin, or a subsample of 1000 randomly chosen haloes if the bin contains more than that. For the means, we use 0 . 25 dex bins, starting after the 
first, 0–10 pkpc , bin. For the medians, we use 0 . 1 dex bins. The medians are per-mass-bin medians of the annular average profiles of individual haloes. Horizontal 
lines in black and grey show minimum observable surface brightnesses for long integrations with different instruments. The horizontal extent of these lines 
indicates the point spread function (inner limit) and field of view (outer limit; half the diameters in Table 4 ) of each instrument. The emissivity curves (Fig. 1 ) 
predict the halo mass for which the median SB peaks reasonably well for the He α-like triplets and Fe L-shell lines, but for K α lines, the emission just peaks at the 
highest halo mass for all lines. Comparing these curves to detection limits gives an impression of whether we could detect typical emission in these haloes. The 
right axis shows surface brightnesses in units useful for estimating photon numbers; for reference, 10 arcmin 2 is the area of a circle with radius 204 pkpc at z = 0.1. 
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.2 Surface brightness profiles 

n Fig. 7 , we show radial surface brightness profiles. Different panels
ho w dif ferent emission lines, and dif ferent colours correspond to
ifferent halo mass bins. The solid (dotted) lines show median (mean) 
F  
rofiles. For these, the starting point is a set of surface brightness
aps for each emission line. We first average the surface brightnesses

n annular bins around the central galaxy of each halo in a halo mass
in. Then, we take the median of these profiles in each annular bin.
or the mean profiles, we average the profiles in each annular bin
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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nstead. The median profiles show the surface brightness profile we
an expect for a typical halo in each mass range, while the means
how what we could expect from stacking the emission in each
alo mass bin. Comparing the median surface brightnesses to an
nstrument’s detection limit indicates whether we can expect to detect
bout half the haloes at a given mass bin at a certain radius. Using
he mean surface brightness instead yields an estimate of whether
aloes in that mass bin would be detectable in a stack combining
bservations of many different haloes. 
We use larger radial bin sizes for the means than for the medians.

or the medians, the profiles look similar in 0.25 dex bins, but
ess smooth and with less sharp features. The means look noisier
hen using 0.1 dex bins. We choose these larger bins for legibility

nd to highlight trends with halo mass and radius. Light-coloured,
ertical bands indicate the virial radii R 200c for each mass bin.
orizontal lines indicate the estimated sensitivity limits for different

nstruments, for an exposure times and sky area of 10 6 arcmin 2 s.
he extent of these lines indicates the point spread function and field
f view of these instruments for a source at z = 0.1. 
Generally, the median surface brightnesses decline as a function

f distance to the halo centre, and with the exception of the most
assive haloes, typically drop off by � 2 dex from their peak before
 200c . The different behaviour for the most massive haloes ( M 200c ≥
0 14 M �) is most likely because their virial temperatures are �
0 7 K, abo v e the emission peaks for all these lines, and the centres
f the haloes are hotter than the outskirts (Fig. 8 ). 
There is considerable scatter between haloes in the annular mean

urface brightness at a given radius. We do not show this scatter to
reserv e le gibility of the figure. The scatter is generally largest at
ow halo masses and in halo centres (several orders of magnitude),
nd smallest at large halo masses and at large impact parameters (at
inimum ≈0.5 dex). The 90 th percentile of the halo annular means

t a given radius tends to lie close to the mean of annular means. The
catter is usually fairly symmetric about the median. 

In Appendix A , we investigate the effect of gas recently heated
irectly by feedback. In short, the effects of this gas tend to be limited
o halo centres (impact parameters � 0 . 1 R 200c ) and regions where the
urface brightnesses including the feedback-heated gas are too low to
e detected ( � 10 −2 photons cm 

−2 s −1 sr −1 ). The effects are larger for
he mean profiles than for the medians. Where differences between
ean and median profiles are relatively large, the detectability of

mission in stacks (mean profiles) may hinge on the inclusion of the
as recently heated by feedback. 

Even without stacking, Athena and Lynx should be able to detect
any emission lines from groups and clusters ( M 200c � 10 13 M �),

nd some lines from L ∗ and Local Group mass haloes ( M 200c ≈
0 12 –10 13 M �) out to distances far into the CGM. With XRISM,
e should be able to detect a few emission lines from groups

nd clusters. Given the declining surface brightness with impact
arameter, mapping the line emission of a typical halo less massive
han clusters ( M 200c � 10 14 M �) out to R 200c will, ho we ver, be
ery dif ficult. Ho we ver, it may be feasible to detect the emission
tatistically for a large sample of objects. 

The mean profiles (dotted lines) broadly follow the trends of the
edians (solid lines), with a few key differences. First, the mean

urface brightnesses are larger than the medians. At halo masses close
o that where the surface brightness peaks, and close to halo centres,
he mean surface brightness tends to lie around the 90th percentile of
he surface brightness distribution at each radius. Ho we ver, at larger
adii, differences between mean and median values become larger,
nd the mean is more clearly dominated by extremes. Generally,
he differences are larger at lower median surface brightnesses,
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
nd the mean profiles often flatten out at large radii, unlike the
edians. 
Additionally, there is often a stronger central peak in the mean

urface brightnesses; this is typically at � 0 . 1 R 200c , in a region that
ay still be associated with the central galaxy. Often, this bright

mission is associated with recent feedback events (Appendix A ). 
At large radii, where median surface brightnesses are low, the
ean profiles become noisy (especially clear when using smaller

adial bins), likely dominated by bright emission in one or a few
alaxies, even in mass bins with many haloes. 

The trends of the median profiles with halo mass differ between the
ifferent sets of lines (K α, He α-like, and Fe L-shell) we investigate.
he K α lines (C VI , N VII , O VIII , Ne X , and Mg XII ) have brightnesses

hat consistently increase with halo mass, except in the centres of the
ighest mass haloes. On the other hand, the He α-like lines (C V , N VI ,
 VII f, i, and r, Ne IX , Mg XI , and Si XIII ) have surface brightnesses

hat more clearly peak with halo mass. The iron L-shell lines (all the
e lines we show) hav e ev en more extreme surface brightness peaks
ith halo mass. This follows the trends we saw for halo luminosities

Fig. 6 ), except that the luminosity is spread over a larger area in more
assive haloes, so roughly constant luminosities with halo mass lead

o surface brightness peaks with halo mass. 
In general, we find that most of these emission lines should be de-

ectable in haloes of some mass with the Athena X-IFU. The brightest
mission line is O VIII K α (the left-hand panel in row 2 of Fig. 7 ),
nd we expect it to be detectable in haloes of M 200c � 10 12 M � with
he X-IFU. In groups and clusters ( M 200c � 10 13 M �), this line may
ven be detectable out to R 200c . The other K α lines are typically
etectable in haloes � 10 12.5 or 10 13 M � with this instrument. 
Emission from the brightest He α-like species, O VII (row 2,

olumns 1–3 of Fig. 7 ), may also be detectable in M 200c � 10 12 M �
aloes with the X-IFU. Emission lines from C V and N VI (top row
f Fig. 7 ) will be difficult to detect at all due to the high sensitivity
imits at these low ener gies. However, higher-ener gy He α-like lines
bottom two rows of Fig. 7 ) will likely be detectable with the X-IFU in
roups ( M 200c ≈ 10 13 –10 14 M �), and emission from some of these
ines may be detectable in M 200c � 10 14 M � or M 200c ≈ 10 12 . 5 –
0 13 M � haloes. 
The O VII forbidden line (row 2, column 1) is generally about

s bright as the resonance line (row 2, column 3), and its detection
rospects are similar. The intercombination line (row 2, column 2)
s somewhat weaker, and would therefore be more difficult to detect.

ith the X-IFU and a long integration time, detecting all three lines
ay be possible in the inner CGM of M 200c ≈ 10 12 . 5 –10 14 M �

aloes, making the diagnostic information of the combination
vailable. 

The Fe L-shell lines (rows 3 and 4) should be clearly detectable in
roups ( M 200c ≈ 10 13 –
10 14 M �) using the X-IFU; a few of these lines may be detectable

ut to almost R 200c . Some Fe L-shell emission lines from the centres
f Local Group mass systems ( M 200c ≈ 10 12 . 5 –10 13 M �) should also
e detectable with the X-IFU. 
Overall, using the Athena X-IFU, we expect to be able to detect
any different emission lines from the CGM of galaxy groups and

lusters (IGrM/ICM; M 200c � 10 13 M �), and a few of these lines
ay be detectable out to R 200c . Emission from the inner CGM of
 200c ≈ 10 12 . 5 –10 13 M � haloes should be clearly detectable for

ome of the emission lines, and marginally detectable in most of
he others we study. For example, emission from a typical halo of
his mass should be detectable out to ≈ 0 . 3 R 200c for O VIII (row 2,
olumn 4) and out to ≈0.1–0 . 2 R 200c for O VII (f and r, row 2) and
e XVII (725.2, 727.1, and 739.1 Å, row 3). For M 200c ≈ 10 12 –



X-ray-line emission in the EAGLE CGM 5229 

Figure 8. Radial profiles of enclosed gas mass and line luminosity (top row), and mass-, volume-, and luminosity-weighted gas temperature (second row), 
density (third row), and metallicity (fourth row). Mass- and volume-weighted median quantities are shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively. The columns 
correspond to mass/volume (left), O VII (r) (middle), and O VIII (right). The median profiles are the medians of the individual halo median profiles. The error 
bars indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles of the individual halo medians, i.e. the inter-halo scatter. For the cumulative emission, the percentiles were taken after 
normalizing by the enclosed luminosity (or mass) within R 200c . 
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0 12 . 5 M � haloes, detections will be difficult for most emission 
ines we study, but detection of O VII and O VIII emission (row 2) is
ikely possible with large exposure times (t exp 	� ≈ 10 7 s arcmin 2 ).

XRISM resolve is clearly less sensitive than the X-IFU, but 
mission from groups and clusters ( M 200c � 10 13 M �) may be
etectable in a few bright lines. Fe XVII emission (rows 3 and 4
f Fig. 7 ) may be marginally detectable with XRISM, especially if
he different lines are taken together. At the spectral resolution of
RISM resolve, the 17.05 and 17.10 Å (727.1 and 725.2 eV) Fe 

ines will be blended. 
The Lynx MA generally has sensitivity limits similar to those of

he X-IFU, but it is a bit more sensitive to line emission, especially
t higher energies. The UHRA is clearly more sensitive. In addition 
o what is possible with the X-IFU, this instrument will enable clear
etections of emission from the centres of M 200c ≈ 10 12 . 5 –10 13 M �
aloes in more lines and out to larger impact parameters, and it will
ncrease the number of emission lines we can detect from M 200c ≈
0 12 –10 12 . 5 M � haloes. 
Note that due to the relatively small field of view of the Lynx
A, for many lines and halo masses, multiple pointings would be

eeded to co v er the area where we expect emission to be detectable.
he high spectral resolution of this instrument also likely means we
nderestimate some of the uncertainties involved in line detections 
ith the UHRA. 
F or e xample, we might hav e to account for at least a fe w dif ferent

ossible line centres when defining the detection significance. This 
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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an raise the 5 σ surface brightness limit abo v e the values we report
ere for a single redshift trial. 
Despite reasonable detection prospects for a number of these

aloes with the different instruments, detailed imaging will be very
ifficult except for the brightest lines and most massive ( � L ∗)
aloes at z = 0.1. This is because these detections would require
ombining large areas (at least a square arcminute), together with
ong exposure times (at least 1 Ms). Examining haloes at lower
edshifts ( < 0.1) might be helpful here, though too low redshifts
 ould mak e the emission difficult to distinguish from local and
ilky Way halo line emission. 
We do not expect line emission from M 200c < 10 12 M � haloes

o be detectable with these instruments. Though nominally, it seems
ike this can be o v ercome by stacking in halo centres, emission here
ill be difficult to attribute unambiguously to the CGM (as opposed

o e.g. hot ISM). Moreo v er , in EA GLE this emission is largely due
o gas that is at potentially unphysical temperatures and densities as
 result of direct heating by the subgrid model for supernova or AGN
eedback (Appendix A ). 

.3 Origin of the emission 

o investigate which gas in haloes is responsible for the line
mission, we examine emission-weighted temperatures, densities,
nd metallicities as a function of distance to the central galaxy. For
ach emission line, we first make a histogram of the SPH particles
round each individual central galaxy, binning them by distance
o the central galaxy (normalized by R 200c ) and e.g. temperature,
eighted by luminosity. To combine these into a profile for the
hole halo mass bin, we first extract the luminosity-weighted
edian temperatures in each radial bin for individual haloes. For

he cumulative emission profiles, we extract the cumulative emission
rofiles for individual haloes and normalize each individual profile
o the enclosed luminosity within R 200c . We then extract the median
f these medians at each radius and in each halo mass bin. Fig. 8
hows these medians of medians at each halo mass and radius.
e show the median temperature, hydrogen number density, and
etallicity (oxygen mass fraction) in each radial bin for each halo
ass bin. The enclosed luminosities L( < r) / L 200c are the medians

f the normalized individual halo enclosed luminosities. The error
ars indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles, in alternating radial bins
or legibility. We do not show the scatter for the volume-weighted
edians, but it is similar to that of the mass-weighted medians. 
The middle and right columns of Fig. 8 show the emission-

eighted profiles for O VII (r) (middle column) and O VIII (right
olumn). These can be compared to the similarly obtained mass-
nd volume-weighted gas properties shown in the left column. These
rofiles include all gas; star-forming gas is included at 10 4 K. The
ata in the first column of Fig. 8 are the similar to the first column
f Wijers et al. ( 2020 , figs 12 and 13). 9 

In the top row of Fig. 8 , we see the enclosed mass and luminosity as
 function of distance to the central galaxy in different halo mass bins.
e see that within R 200c , the emission tends to be more concentrated

n halo centres than the mass. 
The emission-weighted metallicities are similar to those found by

an de Voort & Schaye ( 2013 ) using the OWLS simulations. The
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 

 The individual halo properties are combined in a different way to obtain 
he profiles of Wijers et al. ( 2020 ), but the results for the mass- and volume- 
eighted profiles are similar. 
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rends are also similar to those for the parent ion-weighted metallici-
ies of Wijers et al. ( 2020 ); indeed, emission and absorption share the
ame ∝ Z scaling, so a similar bias would be expected. Emission is
iased towards high-metallicity gas. The emission-weighted median
etallicity is higher than the mass- or volume-weighted value, and

eclines less strongly with radius. The difference with the mass- and
olume-weighted metallicities reflects the substantial scatter in gas
etallicity at large radii. Note that for the gas metallicity, the dis-

layed inter-halo scatter is smaller than the scatter within haloes (me-
ian of individual halo 10 th and 90 th percentiles). Depending on the
mission line, the emission-weighted metallicity varies between de-
lining and mostly flat with radius. Note that for the density and tem-
erature profiles, the inter- and intra-halo scatter are generally similar.
The emission-weighted densities tend to broadly follow the trend

f the volume-weighted profiles, but show a bias towards higher
ensities. Again, this is consistent with the findings of Van de Voort &
chaye ( 2013 ). The bias is particularly large at high halo masses
nd outside R 200c , where the mass- and volume-weighted densities
re lowest. Such a bias is expected given that emission scales with
he density squared. Ho we ver, we do notice that where the mass-
nd volume-weighted densities differ, at small radii for lower-mass
aloes, the emission-weighted densities are lower than the mass-
eighted densities. This is because those high densities coincide
ith too low temperatures (the cool ( ∼10 4 K), dense gas phase) to
roduce significant emission in these soft X-ray lines (Fig. 1 ). 
Indeed, the emission-weighted temperatures are consistently high,

nd are not very sensitive to the overall gas temperature. Rather, this
mission traces whatever gas is present around its emissivity peak
emperature. Ho we ver, we do see some emission from below the
missivity peak where gas densities are low around the lowest-mass
aloes we consider, suggesting photo-ionization is a factor there. We
ote that most of the emission within R 200c comes from radii where
ollisional processes dominate. This also agrees with the findings of
an de Voort & Schaye ( 2013 ). 
In Fig. 9 , we explore these trends as a function of halo mass. Here,

he temperature, density, and metallicity are averaged within R 200c 

or each halo, and we show the trends of these weighted averages with
alo mass. As Fig. 8 would suggest, the mass- and volume-weighted
as temperatures roughly follow T 200c , but are somewhat larger. 

For the emission lines, we find trends for He α-like resonance
ines and K α lines that are illustrated by the O VII and O VIII lines
e show. The Fe L-shell lines follow trends similar to the He α-

ike lines. The emission-weighted temperature lies close to the CIE
missivity peak. The emission-weighted temperature does follow the
alo virial temperature trend o v er a limited mass range, but within
he constraints of the line emissivity peak. 

The volume-weighted density reflects the halo (non-star-forming)
as fraction. We see that this increases with halo mass. Interestingly,
he scatter decreases around the same halo mass where the scatter
n line luminosity decreases (Fig. 6 ). This is in line with the trend
avies et al. ( 2019 ) found with total soft X-ray luminosity (their
g. 4), where the scatter at fixed halo mass was driven by the
alo gas fraction, especially for haloes hosting galaxies with stellar
uminosity � L ∗. The mass-weighted density remains high relative
o the volume-filling density even at the largest halo masses. 

We see a generally rising trend of emission-weighted median
ensity with halo mass, with emission tracing higher densities than
ass at high halo masses, where the virial temperature exceeds the

missivity peak temperature. For the different lines, the emission-
eighted density becomes roughly constant with halo mass in the

egime where the emission-weighted temperature is similar to the
missivity peak temperature. For the K α lines, and some other
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Figure 9. Mass-, volume-, and luminosity-weighted gas temperature (top row), density (middle row), and metallicity (bottom row) for all non-star-forming 
gas within R 200c as a function of halo mass. Dark lines and shading show the median and scatter (80 per cent) of the individual halo av erages, respectiv ely, 
while lighter lines show weighted averages over the individual halo values at each halo mass. From left to right, different columns show quantities weighted by 
mass/volume, O VII (r) luminosity, and O VIII luminosity. Mass- and volume-weighted quantities are shown in solid, green and black, dashed lines, respectively. 
Red lines in the temperature plots (top ro w) sho w T 200c in the left-hand panel, while in the remaining panels of the top row they indicate the peak CIE temperature 
(solid) and the range where the emissivity is at least 0.1 times the maximum in CIE (dashed). 
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ines with relatively high peak emissivity temperatures, the emission- 
eighted mean temperature falls abo v e the 80 per cent halo-to-halo

catter range here, which is typically true for the density in a much
arger halo mass range. This indicates that the brightest haloes here 
iffer considerably from the typical haloes in the gas that causes 
heir emission. Comparing radial profiles obtained by combining 
ndividual halo data in different ways 10 (not shown), suggests that 
his difference is driven by emission-weighted temperatures in the 
alo centres. The emission in the brightest haloes at these low masses
s often driven by direct heating of gas by feedback, meaning the
uminosity predictions in these brightest, low-mass haloes are less 
eliable (Appendix A ). 

The mass-weighted metallicities are likely higher than the volume- 
eighted ones simply because dense gas tends to be closer to the
alaxies where the metals are produced. The emission-weighted 
verage halo metallicities are of order Z �, which is well above the
0 These profiles were obtained by directly adding the emission-weighted 
adius-temperature histograms of individual haloes and taking the emission- 
eighted median at each radius, and by doing the same, but normalizing 

ach halo’s histogram by the luminosity enclosed within R 200c before adding 
hem. 

C
f  

s  

l
t
m  

s  
ass- and volume-weighted ones; this is expected, since metal-line 
mission is inevitably biased towards metals. 

For the lines with narro wer emissi vity peaks (He α-like and Fe
-shell), the emission-weighted metallicity tends to increase with 
alo mass starting roughly where the halo gas temperature (mass or
olume weighted) exceeds the peak emissivity temperature of the 
ine. For the K α lines, the metallicity tends to flatten out at this mass
nstead. At similar halo masses, the emission-weighted densities rise. 
ence, the larger the factor by which the typical temperature exceeds

he value for which the emissivity peaks, the more highly biased the
mission-weighted density and metallicity tend to become. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 The EAGLE simulations 

urrent hydrodynamical simulations lack the resolution to model 
eedback processes from first principles and must hence make use of
ubgrid models that are calibrated to some observables. In the case of
arge-volume simulations such as EAGLE, the model is calibrated to 
he observed low-redshift galaxy mass function and sizes. Ho we ver, 

odels with widely varying in- and outflow rates can result in the
ame galaxy masses (e.g. Mitchell et al. 2020 ; Mitchell & Schaye
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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11 Median profiles for the K α and He α-like lines computed from the two 
sets of tables we use in this paper differ by ≈ 0 . 1 dex in the potentially 
observable (surface brightness > 10 −2 photons s −1 cm 

−2 sr −2 ) regime. This 
is consistent with the differences we find between the emissivities as a function 
of temperature in CIE. 
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021 ). Indeed, CGM predictions can vary dramatically between
imulations that reproduce the galaxy mass function. 

F or e xample, Davies et al. ( 2020 ) compared the gas mass content of
he CGM in EAGLE and IllustrisTNG 100-1. They found that at halo

asses M 200 � 10 12 M �, the EAGLE CGM contains a somewhat
igher gas fraction, while the IllustrisTNG CGM contains much more
as at masses � 10 12 M �. In fact, the IllustrisTNG gas fractions have
 minimum (as a function of halo mass) at M 200 ∼ 10 12 . 5 M �. In EA-
LE, the gas fraction consistently increases with halo mass, although

he slope does change at M 200 ∼ 10 12 . 5 M �. This difference in low-
ass halo gas fraction, and corresponding soft X-ray luminosity

Davies et al. 2019 ), likely dri ves dif ferences in O VII emission from
 200c ≈ 10 11 . 5 M � haloes found by Simionescu et al. ( 2021 ). 
Schaye et al. ( 2015 ) found that the gas fractions in high-mass

AGLE haloes (M 500 , hse > 10 13 . 5 M �) are too high at fixed halo
asses. The soft X-ray luminosity is ≈ 0 . 3 dex too high for fixed

pectroscopic temperatures � 1 keV. Barnes et al. ( 2017 ) investigated
he X-ray properties in more detail and found that these most massive
aloes in the EAGLE 100 3 cMpc 3 Reference model contain too much
as at fixed M 500c , and are a bit too cool. The soft X-ray luminosities
0.5–2 keV) are about right though, as are the metallicities (iron),
o the metal emission line predictions might be realistic despite the
imulation’s fla ws. F or halo masses � 10 13 M �, X-ray observations
re currently insufficiently sensitive to test the predictions. 

The sensitivity of the CGM to in- and outflows (e.g. Mitchell &
chaye 2021 ) makes it a useful testbed for models of galaxy
ormation, which moti v ates studies like ours. Oppenheimer et al.
 2020b ) predict that, with eRosita stacking, the difference between
he IllustrisTNG 100-1 and EAGLE CGM soft X-ray emission
redictions for nearby ∼ L ∗ galaxies should be detectable, as well
s the connection between quenching and halo gas fraction (via the
entral galaxy star formation rate and soft X-ray surface brightness).

If the numerical resolution is changed in a large-volume galaxy
ormation simulation like EAGLE, the subgrid prescription effec-
ively changes since it mo v es to a different scale and will generally
esult in different CGM gas flows (see the discussion in section 2
f Schaye et al. 2015 ). Hence, we expect the predictions for CGM
mission to also change with the resolution of the simulation. This
ill remain true even if the subgrid parameters are recalibrated to
atch the galaxy mass function, since we know that calibration on

alaxy properties leaves room for a wide range of CGM predictions.
We test the effect of simulation resolution on the surface brightness

rofiles shown in Fig. 7 in Appendix B . We test for this using a
ecalibrated, higher-resolution version of the EAGLE simulation,
un in a 25 3 cMpc 3 volume: Recal-L025N0752 (Schaye et al.
015 ). This simulation has 8 (2) times better mass (spatial) resolution
han our fiducial simulation Ref-L100N1504 . Because we are
esting the resolution dependence in a smaller volume, our sample of
igh-mass haloes is very small. There are no haloes with M 200c >

0 13 . 5 M �, and only one with M 200c > 10 13 M �. 
For haloes with M 200c ≈ 10 11 . 5 –10 13 M �, the properties of the

GM depend somewhat on the resolution and its implications for
eedback, but these effects are relatively small. For those haloes,
he median and mean surface brightness profiles typically differ by
 0 . 5 dex between the simulations with these different resolutions,

cross the different emission lines. This difference is small compared
o the range of surface brightness values in the 0.1–1 R 200c impact
arameter range. The high-resolution median surface brightnesses
end to be higher than the Ref-L100N1504 values (those in Fig. 7 ),

eaning the predictions in Fig. 7 for the detectability of individual
aloes are, in this sense, conserv ati ve. 
At lower halo masses ( M 200c � 10 11 . 5 M �), the intrinsic proper-

ies of the haloes (CGM gas fraction and temperature) differ more
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
etween haloes at different resolutions, and the convergence of the
ean surface brightness profiles becomes poorer, particularly in the

entral regions. This moti v ates the range of halo masses we show
hroughout this work. 

.2 Literature comparison 

ther predictions of CGM soft X-ray emission lines have been
ade. Van de Voort & Schaye ( 2013 ) used the 100 h 

−1 cMpc 3 OWLS
imulations (Schaye et al. 2010 ) to predict the CGM emission from
 number of soft X-ray emission lines (C IV , N VII , O VII , O VIII ,
nd Ne X ), and compared these to estimated detection limits of a set
f X-ray instruments. They used different halo mass bins and have
ore high-mass haloes due to their larger simulation volume. We

ote that their mass resolution is nearly two orders of magnitude
ower than for EAGLE and that their fiducial model does not include
GN feedback. 
Although these differences make direct comparison difficult, a few

rends are clearly similar. The hierarchy of line brightnesses for the
ve soft X-ray lines is similar, and the brightnesses fall in a similar
ange. The shapes of the profiles are, ho we ver, dif ferent. The Van de
oort & Schaye ( 2013 ) profiles show a central core at M 200c = 10 12 –
0 13 M �, while the surface brightness continues to rise towards the
mallest radii at M 200c = 10 13 –10 14 M �, and there is a central peak
n surface brightness at M 200c = 10 14 –10 15 M �. We see a trend in
he opposite direction: the lowest-mass haloes have the most centrally
eaked emission, while at M 200c = 10 13 –10 14 M �, there is more of
 core within ∼ 0 . 1 R 200c . Though our M 200c > 10 14 M � sample is
mall (9 haloes), we see a clear dip in surface brightness in the centres
f these most massive haloes. This is physically plausible because
he centres of these EAGLE haloes are their hottest parts (Fig. 8 ), and
hese haloes are hotter than ideal for producing these lines o v erall
Fig. 1 ). We saw a similar effect in soft X-ray absorption in Wijers
t al. ( 2020 ). 

Simionescu et al. ( 2021 ) compare predictions for O VII CGM
mission in IllustrisTNG 100-1 (Pillepich et al. 2018 ) and EAGLE in
heir fig. 3. The EAGLE profiles were calculated with a different set
f line emission tables than we use. This should, ho we ver, not make a
ig difference for the predictions, because the emission mostly comes
rom CIE gas, so the UV/X-ray background is not important. 11 The
AGLE and IllustrisTNG predictions are similar at a halo mass of
0 12 . 5 M �, but differ substantially at 10 11 . 5 M �: the IllustrisTNG
aloes are much brighter in their centres, but the emission drops
ff more rapidly with impact parameter, leaving the EAGLE haloes
righter at the virial radius. Note that these low-mass EAGLE haloes
re not detectable in O VII emission at any radius, at least with
he instruments considered in this work. The predictions from the
llustris simulation (the predecessor of IllustrisTNG; Vogelsberger
t al. 2014 ) differ substantially from the EAGLE and IllustrisTNG
redictions at both halo masses. 
In agreement with Van de Voort & Schaye ( 2013 ), we find that
etal emission-line-weighted metallicities are biased high relative

o mass- and volume-weighted metallicities, across the halo masses
e consider (Fig. 8 ). The bias increases with distance from the

entral galaxy, as the line-weighted values are a roughly constant Z ≈
.3–1 Z � outside ≈ 0 . 3 R 200c , while the mass- and volume-weighted
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etallicities decrease with distance to the central galaxy out to at least 
3 R 200c , reaching Z ≈ 0.03–0 . 1 Z � at R 200c . These emission-line-

eighted metallicities are similar to the metallicities Barnes et al. 
 2017 ) found from mock, (broadband) X-ray observations of their 
-EAGLE clusters (M 500c = 10 13.9 –10 15 . 1 M �). These are a set of

imulated clusters, which use a variation of the EAGLE code similar
o the Reference model we used in this work: AGNdT9 (Schaye 
t al. 2015 ). The values they find from their mock observations are
onsistent with metallicities measured from observations. 

Various metallicity measurements from ICM emission spectra 
ndeed indicate that the metallicity (iron) of the ICM is roughly 
onstant from ≈ 0 . 3 R 200c to the largest radii where there are mea-
urements, ∼ R 200c (e.g. fig. 3 of the re vie w by Mernier et al. 2018 ).
artizzi et al. ( 2016 ) studied cluster (halo mass ∼ 10 15 M �) metal-

icities using a different set of simulations. Their X-ray-emissivity- 
eighted metallicities were lower than metallicities measured from 

bservations, but the metallicity bias is similar to what we find 
n lower-mass haloes in EAGLE: it increases with distance to the 
entral galaxy. The emissivity-weighted values are roughly constant, 
hile the mass-weighted metallicity decreases with distance to the 

entral galaxy. They attribute this difference to the fact that their 
etals are concentrated in dense gas clumps at large distances. 

Their emissivity weighting is based on bremsstrahlung density and 
emperature scalings, and does not depend on metallicity.) Biffi et al. 
 2018 ) similarly found flatter metallicity profiles when weighting 
y emission instead of mass; they additionally used 3-dimensional 
istances for their mass-weighted profiles and impact parameters 
or the emission-weighted profiles. Their emission-weighted profiles 
atched observations. 
In the CGM of simulated ∼ L ∗ galaxies, Crain et al. ( 2013 ) found

 similar metallicity bias in broadband X-ray emission. Like what 
e find for X-ray emission lines, this bias increases with distance 

o the central galaxy, as luminosity-weighted metallicities remain 
onstant around R 200c , or decrease less strongly with distance than 
he mass-weighted values. 

Our results suggest that the biases in metallicity measurements 
rom ICM X-ray emission extend to the CGM of haloes that are
hree orders of magnitude less massive than those clusters. This 
ighlights the value of numerical simulations in the interpretation 
f observational findings. We do note that we compare mass- 
nd volume-weighted metallicities to values weighted by metal 
ine emission, not total X-ray emission. This likely results in at 
east somewhat larger differences (biases) than would result from 

bservations. 
We have found that there is considerable scatter in the luminosities

nd surface brightnesses of haloes at fixed halo mass (Figs 6 and 7 ).
he work of Davies et al. ( 2019 ) describes a likely driver of this
catter. The y e xamined the scatter in the total soft X-ray (0.5–2 keV)
uminosity of haloes in the EAGLE simulation. The main driver 
f this scatter was found to be the amount of energy AGN had
njected into the gas (measured through the black hole mass). Haloes 
hat had experienced more feedback were left with lower halo gas 
ractions, and therefore less and lower density gas to produce X- 
ay emission. The AGN feedback also quenches star formation, 
esulting in a positive correlation between star formation rate and 
-ray luminosity at fixed halo mass. The soft X-ray emission will 
e dominated by emission lines at halo masses below the cluster 
ange (e.g. the re vie w by Werner & Mernier 2020 ). Therefore, it
s reasonable to assume that the emission lines will be affected by
GN feedback in a similar way to the total soft X-ray emission. This
ould result in an anticorrelation of emission-line luminosity with 
lack hole mass at fixed halo mass, and a positive correlation with
tar formation rate at fixed halo mass. 
In previous papers, we examined X-ray absorption lines using 
he EAGLE simulations (Wijers et al. 2019 , 2020 ). Compared to X-
ay line absorption, line emission has a much stronger density bias.
his means that while line absorption traces both collisionally and 
hotoionized gas (Wijers et al. 2019 , figs 11–13), line emission
lmost e xclusiv ely traces collisionally ionised gas (Fig. 4 ). This
ifference in density bias also means that line emission is much more
oncentrated in haloes than the ions producing the lines (compare 
g. 5 to fig. 2 of Wijers et al. 2020 ). While absorption lines can be
sed to detect both halo gas and IGM (Wijers et al. 2020 ), emission
ines cannot be used to detect gas outside haloes in single structures.

e note that we have not investigated stacking or statistical detection
ethods aimed at IGM gas. 
Rahmati et al. ( 2016 ) had similarly investigated a number of UV

bsorption lines, including the O VI and Ne VIII lines probing the
ooler part of the warm-hot gas. Their fig. 7 is comparable to our
ig. 4 and fig. 13 of Wijers et al. ( 2019 ). These show that the X-ray

ines generally probe warmer (in CIE) and lower-density (in PIE) 
as than the UV lines. Ho we ver, there is considerable o v erlap in the
as probed by the Ne VIII and O VII ions. These UV ions are less
oncentrated in haloes than the X-ray ions and line emission, and
oth lines are detectable o v er a larger range of halo masses than the
-ray absorption and emission lines (Wijers et al. 2020 ). 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e hav e inv estigated soft X-ray metal-line emission from the CGM
nd the IGM in the 100 3 cMpc 3 EAGLE simulation, for a sample of
right lines including the brightest ones we expect. We investigated 
 α and He α-like emission lines, and a few iron L-shell lines, with

est-frame energies between 0.3 and 2 keV and emissivity peaks in
IE between ≈10 6 and 10 7 K. Our main conclusions about the line
mission are as follows: 

(i) Line emission is dominated by haloes, i.e. CGM, rather than by
he interhalo IGM (Figs 3 and 5 ). The emission is more concentrated
n haloes than the ions producing this emission, where we have data
or both (O VII , O VIII , Ne IX , and Fe XVII from Wijers et al. 2020 ).
he difference is most likely due to the stronger density dependence 
f emission compared to ion density. 
(ii) The brightest emission comes from the O VIII K α doublet, 

nd the other K α lines have bright peak surface brightnesses as well.
he brightest He α-like resonance lines come from O VII . The Fe
-shell lines reach peak surface brightnesses similar to or somewhat 

arger than that of the O VII resonance line in a narrower range of
alo masses (Fig. 7 ). 
(iii) There is large scatter in line luminosity at fixed halo mass.

he scatter decreases towards higher halo masses and median 
uminosities (Fig. 6 ). 

(iv) Line emission originates mainly from gas at CIE temperatures, 
ven far from the central galaxy. For K α lines, emission can
riginate from hotter gas in high-mass haloes (where T 200c is abo v e
he emissivity peak temperature). Photoionization by the UV/X-ray 
ackground may be important in some low-mass haloes, but it does
ot seem to matter for emission from haloes we might be able to
etect in line emission (Fig. 9 ). 

(v) Line emission is biased to high-metallicity gas (Figs 8 and 9 ),
n agreement with the findings of Van de Voort & Schaye ( 2013 ). This
ias is similar to what we found for metal absorbers in Wijers et al.
 2020 ). Others have found similar metallicity biases for broadband X-
ay emission in clusters (e.g. Martizzi et al. 2016 ; Barnes et al. 2017 ;
iffi et al. 2018 ) and the CGM of ∼ L ∗ galaxies (Crain et al. 2013 ).
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 
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(vi) We have also examined trends of the halo luminosity and
urface brightness in various emission lines with halo mass. The
rimary driver of these trends is how close the temperature of the
alo ( ∼ T 200c ) is to the temperature where the emissivity of the line
eaks. This is the ‘virial temperature thermometer’ effect discussed
y Oppenheimer et al. ( 2016 ) in the context of O VI absorption. 
(vii) Secondarily, the shape of the emissivity curve (as a function

f temperature in CIE) matters. For the Fe L-shell lines, the emissivity
eaks are narrow (Fig. 1 ), and surface brightnesses depend strongly
n halo mass. For the He α-like lines, the emissivity peaks are
ess narrow, and the dependence of surface brightness on halo

ass is less strong. The K α lines have the widest peaks, with
missi vity decreasing slo wly to w ards high temperatures. The surf ace
rightnesses of these lines generally keep increasing with halo mass,
nd only start to peak or plateau at ∼ 10 14 M �, where the sample
ize is severely limited by the volume of the simulation. 

We also assessed the prospects for detecting line emission from
he CGM with different instruments. We did this by calculating
implified and generally optimistic estimates of minimum observable
urface brightnesses (Section 3 ). We ignore any systematic errors and
efine emission as detectable if it would constitute a 5 σ detection as
etermined from the signal to noise ratio. For the noise, we include
stimates of instrumental and astrophysical backgrounds. We use
he limits for exposure times and spatial binning 	t 	� = 1 and
0 Ms arcmin 2 . We compare these detection limits to the surface
rightness profiles of typical CGM emission and stacked CGM
mission in Fig. 7 : 

(i) With the XRISM Resolve instrument, we will likely be able to
bserve some CGM emission in the brightest lines, from haloes with
 200c � 10 13 –10 13 . 5 M �. 
(ii) With the Athena X-IFU and the Lynx Main Array, it will

e possible to detect line emission from haloes down to M 200c ≈
0 12 –10 12 . 5 M �. For haloes with M 200c � 10 13 M �, it may even be
ossible to detect the outer CGM of the haloes in O VIII and O VII

mission lines, with very long exposure times (1–10 Ms) or stacking.
he inner CGM of ∼ L ∗ galaxies may also be accessible with these

wo ions, long exposures, and stacking. 
(iii) For emission lines below ≈1 keV, the Lynx Ultra-High Reso-

ution Array will provide increased sensitivity. With this instrument,
maging the inner CGM of galaxies down to ∼ L ∗ masses will be
ossible, without stacking but with long exposure times, in N VII and
 VI K α emission. In O VIII and O VII line emission, less extreme
xposure times or spatial binning are expected to be sufficient. 
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PPENDIX  A :  G A S  D I R E C T LY  HEATED  BY  

E EDBACK  

n this appendix, we investigate the effect of gas that has been directly
eated by stellar or AGN feedback on the surface brightness profiles.
eedback in EAGLE is implemented by a stochastic energy injection,
ausing a fixed temperature increase of 10 7.5 or 10 8.5 K in the directly
eated gas particles for supernovae and AGN, respectively. These
alues are motivated by numerical considerations and calibration of
alaxy population properties, not by expected physical temperatures
f e.g. supernova bubbles, which remain unresolved. Therefore, if the
urface brightness profiles we find were dominated by this directly
eated gas, then the profiles may not be a realistic prediction of the
AGLE simulation. 
We test the effect of this directly heated gas by making profiles

 xcluding it. F or this, we use the maximum past temperature of
ach gas particle, and the redshift at which that maximum was
chieved, which are tracked by the simulation. We refine our selection
y inspecting phase diagrams: the distribution of gas mass in
ensity-temperature space. We compare all gas in the simulation
o the distribution of gas that has maximum temperatures log 10 T –
og 10 T + 	 corresponding to each type of feedback as a function
f the time since the maximum temperature was reached. Much
ore gas is directly heated by supernovae than by AGN, and its
NRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 

igure A1. Examples of the effect that gas particles that have recently been direc
rofiles. The dark blue lines (‘all gas’) match those of Fig. 7 . Solid lines are median
he means of these profiles. The lines in other colours show the profiles obtained by 
how the profiles for two emission lines: O VIII in the left two panels and Si XIII in t
 200c = 10 12 –10 12 . 5 M � in the leftmost and centre-right panels, and M 200c = 10 1

alo mass ranges (in log 10 M �) are indicated in the panels. The top panels show 

he respective mean and median ‘all gas’ profiles. The directly heated gas can have
alo masses where the virial temperature is too low for the emission line to be stro
rofiles. At halo masses sufficiently high for the virial temperature to be � the peak
emperatures are closer to the emissivity peak temperatures of our
mission lines, so the details of the AGN-heated gas selection are
ess important than those of the supernova-heated gas. Using the
hase diagrams, we estimate which maximum temperatures and time
ags include the high-density and high-temperature gas that has just
een heated, and not too much of the gas that forms the bulk of
he mass distribution in EAGLE. This is because, after enough time
as passed, the predictions for the temperature of the gas reflect the
roperties of the bulk outflows and are less sensitive to the precise
anner in which the energy was injected into individual particles.
e assume that gas that reached a maximum temperature between

0 7.5 and 10 7.7 K was heated by supernova feedback, and that a
aximum between 10 8.5 and 10 8.7 K means the gas was heated by
GN feedback. Ho we v er, the superno va feedback temperatures can
lso be reached by virialized gas at high halo masses (Fig. 8 ). We
stimate that gas at densities n H � 10 −2 cm 

−3 , and temperatures �
0 7.4 K, is part of a continuous distribution of gas, heated by e.g.
irial shocks instead of supernovae. Therefore, we do not exclude
his diffuse gas from the ‘no direct heating’ profiles. 

We show the resulting profiles, excluding gas that was heated less
han 3, 10, or 30 Myr ago, in Fig. A1 . To illustrate the general trends,
e show profiles for two emission lines and two halo masses. First,

n the halo centres (impact parameters � 0 . 1 R 200c ) the effects of
he directly heated gas can be quite large for both the mean and
edian profiles. Ho we v er, this is the re gion where, in observations,

he emission from the CGM would be difficult to distinguish from
hat of the central galaxy (e.g. the hot ISM). Secondly, although at
arger impact parameters (up to R 200c ) the effects of direct heating
an be severe for mean profiles, this is limited to halo masses which
roduce little emission o v erall in that emission line. 
We also looked at other lines and halo masses than plotted in

ig. A1 . For impact parameters ≈0.1–1 R 200c , we find that the
ifferences in the mean and median profiles are typically not worse
han those in the leftmost panel of Fig. A1 at all halo masses we
tly injected with feedback energy have on emission line surface brightness 
s of the annular average profiles around individual haloes, dotted lines show 

excluding gas directly heated by feedback, less than 3, 10, or 30 Myr ago. We 
he right two panels. For each emission line, we show two halo mass ranges: 
3 –10 13 . 5 M � in the centre-left and rightmost panels. The emission lines and 
the surface brightness profiles, the bottom panels show the differences with 
 a substantial effect on the emission in the halo centre ( � 0 . 1 R 200c ), and at 
ng. While the effect on the medians is modest, it can be large for the mean 
 emissivity temperature, the effect of directly heated gas is small. 
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nvestigate for the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen lines. For the neon 
nd iron L-shell lines, and the Mg XI (r) line, this difference threshold
s met in M 200c � 10 12 . 5 M � haloes. For the Mg XII K α and Si XIII (r)
ines, the threshold lies at M 200c � 10 13 M �. 

This means that, at halo masses for which we predict the CGM
o be observable (median profiles in Fig. 7 ), our predictions are not
 ery sensitiv e to the direct heating of gas by feedback. Where haloes
nly seem to be observable within 0 . 1 R 200c (typically marginally),
he surface brightnesses might ho we ver be artificially high due to
he way feedback is implemented in EAGLE. The same is true for
alo masses that seem observable only in mean stacks, especially in 
alo centres, but where the stacked mean surface brightness is much 
igher than the median surface brightness. 

PPENDIX  B:  N U M E R I C A L  C O N V E R G E N C E  

n this section, we discuss the convergence of the surface brightness
rofiles with the resolution of the simulation. In order to test this,
e compare surface brightness profiles from two EAGLE volumes: 
ef-L025N376 and Recal-L025N0752 (Schaye et al. 2015 ). 
oth have a volume of 25 3 cMpc 3 , which is smaller than the
00 3 cMpc 3 of the main simulation we use throughout this work 
 Ref-L100N1504 ). The mass (spatial) resolution of the Recal- 
025N0752 simulation is 8 (2) × higher than that of Ref- 
100N1504 . Its feedback parameters were calibrated in the same 
ay as those of Ref-L100N1504 , but at its higher resolution. 
he Ref-L025N0376 uses the same resolution and feedback 
rescription as Ref-L100N1504 , but in the same volume and using
he same initial conditions as Recal-L025N0752 . 

The comparison between the Ref-L025N0376 and Recal- 
025N0752 models tests the ‘weak convergence’ of the emission 
rofiles, in the terminology of Schaye et al. ( 2015 ). This is based on
igure B1. A comparison of the surface brightness profiles from the Ref-L025N
imulation uses the same model and resolution as the Ref-L100N1504 simulati
00 3 cMpc 3 . Recal-L025N0752 is an EAGLE simulation with its feedback param
olume as Ref-L025N0376 . The number of objects in each M 200c bin is shown 
ins. The mass ranges are indicated in the bottom left of the panels, in log 10 M �. 
mission lines. Except for the mean profile at small radii and low halo masses, the 

his paper has been typeset from a T E 

X/L 

A T E 

X file prepared by the author. 
he idea that, even at fixed parameters, the effect of subgrid feedback
ill typically depend on the scale at which it is injected, and therefore
n the resolution of the simulation. In that context, a resolution test
annot be seen independently of the feedback model, and a simulation 
sing a similar calibration at higher resolution provides a fair test of
esolution convergence. 

We illustrate the level of convergence in Fig. B1 , where we
ompare the profiles for the O VIII K α doublet as an example, which
s representative of the level of convergence at a given halo mass
or other potentially observable emission lines. In short, the profiles 
re well-converged in haloes of mass M 200c ≈ 10 12 . 5 –10 13 M �. In
aloes with M 200c � 10 11 . 5 M � convergence is ho we ver poor for
he mean profiles in the central regions. In these low-mass haloes
he CGM has not developed a hot, virialized phase (e.g. Dekel &
irnboim 2006 ; Kere ̌s et al. 2009 ; Van de Voort et al. 2011 ; Correa
t al. 2018 ), leading to very low surface brightnesses, below the pre-
icted detection limits. For haloes with M 200c ≈ 10 11 . 5 –10 12 . 5 M �,
onvergence is reasonable given the range of surface brightnesses 
ithin R 200c . Differences of ≈ 0 . 5 dex remain, but these are small

ompared to the decline in surface brightness with radius and 
ompared with the differences between the mean and median profiles. 

Across halo masses and emission lines, the Recal-L025N0752 
edian surface brightness predictions tend to be higher than the 
ef-L025N0376 values. In this sense, the Fig. 7 predictions for 
etectability of individual haloes in soft X-ray line surface brightness 
re conserv ati ve. 

The halo temperature, density, and metallicity, and their emission- 
ine-weighted values as shown in Fig. 9 are reasonably converged 
t M 200c � 10 11 . 5 M �. Some small differences remain: the Recal-
025N0752 haloes are typically slightly cooler and contain slightly 
ore gas, especially at M 200c � 10 12 . 5 M �. 
MNRAS 514, 5214–5237 (2022) 

0376 and the Recal-L025N0752 simulations. The Ref-L025N0376 
on used throughout this work, but it has a volume of 25 3 cMpc 3 instead of 
eters recalibrated at its 8 × higher mass resolution, and the same 25 3 cMpc 3 

at the top right of each panel. We show profiles for O VIII in three halo mass 
These O VIII profiles are representative of the level of convergence for other 
results are reasonably converged. 
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